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DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
RUNNING
EMPTY
by Bob Barry, President

San Francisco faces a severe law enforcement crisis if
proposed City budget allocations reach fruition. At a
recent news conference on the subject, newly elected
District Attorney Arlo Smith bluntly commented, "Someone had better take notice soon of what's going to
happen to this city if the District Attorney's Office is
denied the financial support it desperately needs to do
the job expected of it by our citizens." To date,
however, the District Attorney's pleas for help have
fallen on deaf ears.
Shortly after taking office on January 8, 1980,
District Attorney Smith was forced to lay off eight attorneys because of the prior District Attorney's fiscal
mismanagement of the office. However, if present City
fiscal policy is implemented, it is possible that on July
1, 1980, the San Francisco District Attorney's Office
will be stripped of another eight positions.
In the first three months of his administration
District Attorney Smith's office prosecuted 23% more
criminal cases, increased the commitments to state
prison by 26%, and reduced the dismissal rate for
felony defendants by 35% - all with 10% less personnel than his predecessor had during the last three months of his administration. Smith noted, "Our people are
handling a caseload appropriate to an office twice our
size. Something's got to give sooner or later. We simply
can't continue at this level of funding for much longer."

DISTRICT ATTORNEY ARLO SMITH
The San Francisco Bar Association did a study of the
District Attorney's Office in April 1976. At that time
the District Attorney's Ofice had a staff of 57 attorneys.
The Bar Association determined that the felony
caseload per attorney was 40% higher than the
statewide average. The report recommended that the
District Attorney's staff be increaed by thirty attorneys
- just to meet minimum standards for prosecution.
They further concluded that the staff should be increas-
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TSA*vs. Prop. 9

The Campaign to qualify the Tax Simplicity Act has
been extended until May 19. Already over a quarter of a
million signatures have been collected by thousands of
by Paul Chignell, VP
volunteers throughout the state. As of April 15, 275,000
A constant cry from the membership is: Where are signatures had been collected towards a goal of 500,000
the fringe benefits that all the other police officers in signatures. 346,119 valid registered voters signatures
are required to qualify for the November ballot.
California have? Why don't we have those benefits?
I wish I had a dollar each time some member of the
POA asked me those questions in the hallway - &f a station or at the Hall of Justice. Many members are still
unaware that the San Francisco City Charter prohibits
premium pay differentials for police officers. The only
way to achieve such benefits is to change the Charter.
Such was the case a few years ago when the POA sponsored a Charter amendment for police officers to have
medical coverage paid by the City. That Charter
amendment passed so that the member is entitled to
medical coverage by the City, but not dependents.
In November of 1979, the POA convinced the Board
of Supervisors to sponsor Proposition A which appeared 6n the ballot. This proposition would have
eliminated the restrictive language in the Charter and
allowed the POA to negotiate with the City for fringe
benefits of all descriptions. Proposition A was defeated
by the electorate 55% - 45%. Less than one hundred
(100) police officers participated in that campaign by
walking precincts, speaking at neighborhood and merchant groups, and performing the other duties that are
needed to win campaigns.
So, when you hear members moaning about the lack
of fringe benefits, ask them if they worked on Proposition A and ask them if they'll work on the next Charter
amendment.
ed by 51 attorneys in order to implement new procedures in the handling of serious cases.
The needs expressed in the Bar Association's report
assumed that the workload of the District Attorney's
Office would remain stable. Yet, it is common
knowledge that the District Attorney's workload has
mushroomed over the past five years and that the flood
of new court decisions enlarging a defendant's procedural rights are greatly lengthening the course of
every case through the courts thereby requiring more
prosecutors, more courtroom, more jails, and more
defense attorneys.
However, only sixty-five Assistant District Attorneys
process the 2,600 plus adult criminal defendants now
being arrested in San Francisco each month. They do
so on a budget of $4.2 million. Alameda County's
Criminal Division, with a comparable caseload and a
budget of $8 million, is staffed by 115 attorneys. And,
while other District Attorney's offices are equipped
with modern up-to-date equipment and the latest computer hardware, San Francisco's District Attorney's Office remains in the Dark Ages. The typewriters that are
Cont'd. Back Page

PROPOSITION 9MORE HARM THAN GOOD
Meanwhile Howard Jarvis is gearing up his
campaign to convince people to support his newest tax
ripoff scheme. Proposition 9 would give 55% of its
relief to the wealthiest 5% of California's taxpayers and
leave the crumbs for the rest of us. Simultaneously, our
services would be cut to pay for the wealthy's tax relief.
The Tax Simplicity Act was designed as an alternative to Proposition 9. The TSA demonstrates that
most people can have more relief than Prop. 9 offers
while maintaining government services and reforming
the tax structure. CTRA (California Tax Reform
Association) Deputy Director Steve Smith commented,
"We designed the TSA to be used as an educational
tool in the NO on 9 campaign and apparently it is working if the latest polls are any indication."
The latest Field polls indicate that there has been a
reversal in the tide of support for Proposition 9 and now
a majority of those who have an opinion oppose Howard
Jarvis' latest attack on government. The Field poll indicates that 48% of the public now opposes Prop. 9,
while only 43% support it a'd 12% are undecided. Only two months ago 54% favored it while only 34% opposed it.
CTRA Executive Director Jonathan Lewis commented, "The poll findings are rewarding; however, it
is no cause for over optimism. We must work very hard
in the next six weeks to put the Tax Simplicity Act on
the ballot and defeat Prop. 9" He went on, "It is easy
to simply vote No on 9. However, we all have to work at
convincing our neighbors and workmates to not only
vote No on 9 but sign the TSA as well."
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WIDOWS
&
ORPHANS
The meeting was called to order at 2:15 p.m.,
Wednesday, April 23, 1980 by V. Pres. James Sturken
in the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of Justice.
Excused - President G Jeffery and Trustee M. Lennon.
All other officers and trustees present.
The Secretary reported the following donations:
Joseph I. Wilson - An admirer of the Department.
Edward Daneri - Annual donation.
Anonymous - 3 separate donations, which are all sent
- to the S.F. Policeman and forwarded to us.
New Member - Harry C. Pearson, joined the
Department in 1977. Approved for membership.
Reinstatement - Patrick O'Shea, a member for 50
years who had paid back dues but never returned to the
membership lists after being suspended in 1977.
• Treasurer Becker reported the following deaths:
• ISAAC BITFLES - Born in Ireland in 1896, Ike joined the Department in 1925 at age 29. After working
various district stations for a few years, he was transferred to the Traffic Bureau where he served on mounted
patrol in the downtown area. When this patrol was
abolished, he was assigned to the three-wheel detail
where he worked until his retirement, for service, in
1952 at age 55. Ike was 84 at the time of his death.
EUGENE CLANCY - Born in San Francisco in 1900,
he entered the Department in 1925 at age 25. Assigned
to Northern Station where he stayed for 13 years, before
being transferred to Ingleside. In 1941 he was transferred to Sputhern Station where he served as Special Duty
Officer until his retirement on disability in 1962. Gene
was 79 at the time of his death.

"In Flander's fields the poppies grow". Does that jar
your memory bank? The end of this month Memorial
Day rolls around again and it becomes a time to pay
silent tribute to our departed comrades who have gone
to Post Everlasting. Give it just a minute of your time,
will you?
Speaking of time, next month will be Department
Convention time, in Sacramento this year. I wonder if
Mark Hurley has his boat and crew ready for the trip.
Remember several issues .back where I reported that
Mark was going to row up the Sacramento River to the
Convention? See what happens.
Rumor has it that soon the Payne Jr. household will
be blessed with- a new addition. Will it be a little doll
like its mother Monica or will it be another John Payne.'
Only time, will tell.
John Dolan, Dave Novembri and several other Post
members have passed the 80 year mark. Isn't it wonderful to get to that spot in your life and still be active. God
bless them all.
Walt Watson, our Post Commander, is finishing a
very active year as Commander. There's something
about going through the various steps in line of succession to the Commander's chair that inspires everyone to
try a little harder. Walt is the perfect example. You
can't do any more than that.
See Harry and Erl for any of your financial needs.
Your Scribe,
John Russell

-

ANDREW DOYLE - Born in San Francisco in 1908,
Andy entered the Department in 1936 at age 27. Worked out of Headquarters Co. for several years and was
transferred to Ingleside where he served until appointed
a Sergeant in 1946. Worked at Richmond Station from
1946 until 1967 when he was appointed a Lieutenant.
After one year service as a Lieutenant, Andy retired on
service in 1968. He received a Captain's Commendation
in 1950 for the arrest of 3 armed theatre burglars. Andy
was 71 at the time of his death.

--

•

•

WILLIAM J. WRIGHT - Born in San Francisco in
1946, Bill entered the Department in 1967 at age 21. He
- had served as one of the first group of Cadets prior to
his entrance. Bill worked at Ingleside Station for two
years, was then transferred to Southern Station where
he worked for 10 years. He had just been transferred to
Youth Services when his untimely death occurred at age
33.
Treasurer Becker reported the usual bills which were
approved by the membership.
Senior Trustee Bill Parenti reported that the Hibernia Bank had recommended purchase of $55,000.00
Federal Farm Bank yielding 15%. Trustees approved
said purchase. Also reported a slight gain in the value
of our portfolio. Trustees will have a meeting with
members of the Trust Department of the Hibernia
Bank on Friday, May 30, 1980 at 6:30 p.m.
Under the Good of the Order, the membership was
reminded that the next regular meeting will be Wednesday, May 21, 1980 at the usual place.
There being no further business to come before the
- membership, the meeting was adjourned at 3:00 p.m.
in memory of our above departed Brothers.
Fraternally,
Bob McKee, Secretary

(-
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REPORT

M
In a recent case, the Court of Appeal upheld a deciThe Court also held that the appellant did not have
slon of the Superior Court sustaining a termination of a a fundamental constitutional right to two full-time
Los Angeles County employee who was fired because he jobs
violated an ordinance prohibiting full-time county
Baity attempted to point out to the Court of Appeal
employees from engaging in outside employment in ex
cess of 24 hours per week.that the phrase impair their efficiency in the County
' 10-P RAPRY
service in the ordinance required that the County in
,
The Appellant, Don L Baity was a custodian itiate proceedings only when it appears that the ex
employed by the City of Los Angeles since 1959 He has cessive outside activity is in fact impinging on the
worked 40 hours per week for the City. From 1961 to employee's County work performance." The Court
1975, Baity also held a similar position for the County disagreed stating that the phrase merely explained the
1980-81 SALARY
of Los Angeles, also working 40 hours per week. Subse- reasoning behind the Board of Supervisors action, and
quent to his employment with the County, the Los that the ordinance without phrase was permissible.
SURVEY UP-DATE
Angeles County Board of Supervisors adopted Section
The
Court
concluded
its
opinion
by
stating:
72 of the Los Angeles County Administrative Code in
1969. This Section provides that no person shall be "We sympathize with Baity's predicament: he is ap- During the past week, I contacted the POA s in our
employed in a full-time position in County service parently an industrious employee whose efficiency is five-city formula for an up-date on their salary negotiawhere that person performs continuous or regular ser unimpaired by outside employment in excess of 24 tions The following figures represent the current salary
vice "outside of his regular working hours for the Coun hours a week Nevertheless, we must conclude that the in each jurisdiction
ty in any gainful profession. . . in excess of twenty-four trial court justifiably upheld the Commission's order
(24) hours per week
1980-81 PROPOSALS
discharging him for his wilful refusal to comply with
CURRENT

Section 72 concludes by noting that the purpose of valid work rules directly applicable to him.".
Los Angeles P-2 $1,968 We will not receive any inthat provision was to prohibit the employment of perMost, if not all, jurisdictions have specific rules and
P-3 2,078 dication on the 80-81 raise
sons by the County who, by reason of their outside ac- regulations relative to outside employment. If there is a
until 5/30/80.
tivities wOuld be impaired in their efficiency for County lesson in the Baity case, it is that the City or County
service.
employer has the right to limit its employees' outside
1,813 No negotiations yet.
Long Beach
After Baity was informed that he was in violation of employment activities and that these rules and regulaSection 72, various disciplinary actions were brought tions can be enforced with the ultimate sanction
1,934 1980-81 raise finalized at
Oakland
against him resulting in his discharge on the ground of available to the governmental authority. It is imperative
7.75% which will increase
insubordination when he refused to terminate his out- that every City employee familiarize himself with these
t0 $2,084 Pper month
rules and regulations before seeking outside employside employment.
f'__. ..0
,.l,,.+ ;+ b.1 ,,..+ c..
I ne uu I UI tPPi L4LU u Li
meni m1
5
1,782 Negotiations are presently
San Jose
In his appeal to the County Civil Service Commis
underway. The percentage
sion, it was established that Baity 'performed his job pathy with Mr. Baity who obviously needed both jobs to
raise has not yet been of
functions
within
reasonable or
standards
of should
acceptability
sustain the
himself
family,
but despite
this great
and certainly
no suspension
discharge
be sympathy,
Courtand
of his
Appeal
affirmed
the decision
of
e r e d t o the P 0 A
the Superior Court affirming the County Civil Service
However, there is an in
substained on grounds of poor work performance '
Commission s upholding of his termination Each level
dication it will range from
However, the Court of Appeal held that by limiting of Administrative and judicial review90apparently
mind
to 15% Keep infelt
this
is
speculation
the number of weekly hours that a County employee is sympathy for Mr. Baity and felt compelled to compli
to moonlight - a ment him on his good work but his termination stands
permitted to work on outside jobs -1,619 Negotiations are presently
County Board of Supervisors chose a wholly reasonable to date
San Diego
underway. Nothing is firm,
method of safeguarding the efficiency of the County
,
although there are indica
work force.'
will
:;e

BIRTH & DEATH

-

REGISTRIES

NEW-CHIEF
FOR PARA lviEDIC

-

DIVISION

S • F • DEPT
OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The next POA up-date will be issued at the end of
May unless new information is developed sooner

SAN FRANCISCO LABOR COUNCIL
The Birth and Death of the Department states
Registries of the San Fran- that this action is
The following is taken from the Official minutes of
cisco Department of neceSsay because of a the San Francisco Labor Council meeting held MonAdrian C. Moorman has Services.
Moorman has over 17 Public Health will be open severe staff shortage-and a "
been
appointed
Chief,
Parmedic
Division
years experience in for counter service to the heavyloadofrequests. It is
"In the matter of the seating of the following
Emergency Medical Ser- emergenc medical ser- public and funeral diec- hoped that this will protors between the hours of vide better service to the delegates from the San Francisco Police Officers'
vice, for the San Francisco vices. 1:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. public The morning hours Association, Joe Toomey Paul Chignell Joe Patterson,
will be reserved for handl- Layne Amiot, Stan Hammell, Reno Rapagnani, Bob
Department of Public
He has been with the
Health. His respon- City Department of Public beginning
April
7,
1980.
Mervyn F. Silverman, ing mail requests and pro- Barry, Al Casciato, Mike Pera, Gerry Doherty and
Mike Gannon, it. is the reocmmendation of your cornsibilities
will
include
Health
for
12
years.
He
is
a
management of the past president of the Civil M.D., M.P.H., Director cessing certified copies.
mittee that these delegates be seated."
.
Department Ambulance Service Association.

PDQ PRINTERS

Bayanihan Philippine Cuisine

GLASS FOR ALL PURPOSES - CUT & INSTALLED
STORE FRONTS
AUTOMOBILES
LIC. 0253487

..*._-._.-.-I I U S S U I S I S S I I S I I 1 S I S I S S S S S I S S S

5020 Geary Blvd. at 14th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118
386-9875

A. JEAN GLASS Co.
DRIVE IN SERVICE

KEN AND CAROL

Telephone: 731-7771

LUNCH & DINNER - MONDAY TO SUNDAY
SPECIAL TIES ADOBO
BARBEQUEAND OTHER NA TI VE DISHES

zzzz Irving Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94122

5% off with this ad

WE CAN SERVICE THE
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPT. BEST!
OPEN SATURDAY
3733 GEARY BLVD.
MICHAEL JEAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
PHONE 387-3310

We support our Police

• .i................a...as••R•R
SPECIALIZING IN -

El Mariachi
NIGHT CLUB

Open 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

(ABIERTO 7 DIAS A LA SEMANA)

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-12p.m.

VILLEGGIANTE

3024 Mission St. • 285-7011

MARIACHI CALIFORNIA
• DE RAM ONLUNA
915 Minnesota St.
San Francisco, CA

ICenturion Security Systems

PREMIUM WINES AND CORDIALS

LIQUORS

A Large Selection of Decanters

285-4031

1

755 Taraval St.
San Francisco 94116

Telephoie
665.0300

..
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
BURGLAR ALARMS
SILENT & AUDIBLE
Jim Simons •
-Ron Sheppard
•
Retired
• Retired S.F.P.D.
S.F.P.D. I
689-1923
1
Lic.#000098
•
____
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DEPARTMENT
Ov Al Casejato

• . - Inspector Bill Wright's (Youth Services Division)
tragic death by drowning during a diving trip, has left
his wife Carole and 5 young children in a terrible financial bind. Even with insurance, the family still needs
help. Our help. When a young officer dies off-duty during the building phase of his family, the usual insurance is still not enough. If you desire to help please
purchase benefit tickets from Jerry D'Elia, Muni Transit,-922-9120.
- . . The Treasure Island Military Police state that
there are several thousand deserters in California. If
you pick one up and transport him to Building 107 at
Treasure Island, the government will pay you $75.00; if
they have to pick up the deserter you only get $50.00.. If
you give the deserter to the Sheriff's Dept, they get the
$50.00 or $75.00. To get the money, be sure to fill out
the voucher upon transferring custody to the Military
Police.
Recently Jim Strange (Recruitment) visited a law
class at a girl's parochial school in the city. He was
shocked to hear about the extremely anti-police curriculum that is presently being taught. But what is really distressing is that the course is being taught in all
high schools as "Street law". So much for the school
systems, both public and parochial. We might as well
yank our children out and teach them ourselves because
once the "street law" brainwashing takes affect, their
lives and ours will be miserable...
- . . Mission District day care center children marching during May Day, chanting Communist slogans,
so reports Forrest Fulton Co. D. If those day centers are
receiving any tax revenue, the staffs should immediately be replaced by people who have the interest of
America at heart. It's your move, politicians.
Mike Miller from the Farmers Insurance Group
.
(he..advertises
with the POLICEMAN) is looking for a
police officer's wife to work 20 to 30 hours per week at
the Mill Valley office. Call 383-7546 - . - . - An Assistant Scout Master is needed for the
Forest Hills Boy Scout troop. If interested, call Elliott
Mackey 661-8942...
- - . Paul and Ramona Foster Co. D are breathing a
lot easier now that Nicole, 6 lb. 15 oz. finally arrived 33
days late. Rich (Sheriffs) and Virginia (Communications) Campbell are also proudly announcing the arrival of Tara-Minon 7 1/2 lbs...
Rich Benjamin Co. A,, sends the following note
which must be shared in its entirety:
THE
BENJAMIN
PRODUCTION CO.
San Francisco, CA
Announces...
1980 BENJAMIN TWINS
Lisa Marie, Model No. One
Paul Karem, Model No. Two
Richard Benjamin, Designer & Chief Engineer
Joan Benjamin, Production Manager
Dr. James Poppy
Technical Directors
and
Dr. Vincent Murphy
Model #1 Released April 9, 1980, 7:02 p.m.
Weight, 7 pounds
Length, 19 1/2 inches
Model #2 Released April 9, 1980, 7:03 p.m.
Weight, 7 pounds
Length, 19 1/2 inches
Outstanding Features of Each Model:
Two-Lung Power.. - Free Squealing. . Scream Line
Body. . . Continuous Bawl Bearing . - - Economical
Feed. . . Water Cooled Exhaust - . - Changeable Seat
Cover - . - The Management assures the public there
will be no new models the balance of the year.
- With the great need for new officers here in the
city, active recruitment is now going on for officers
from the San Jose Police Department. Why? Because
they are well trained and are familiar with the field
training officer program which originated in that City - Speaking of the Field Training Program. What
should the veteran officer givO the recruit during the
training phase? The veteran should make the recruit
feel competent (identify), secure (integrity) and professional (part of the group) for if the trainer does this, the
successful recruit will be a great asset to all of us. So
was the opinion, of several veteran officers over dinner.

On Saturday, April 5th, Brother Bill Wright was
suddenly and tragicly taken from our midst. At the age
of only 34, he drowned in a skin-diving accident.
Bill was a San Francisco native, who attended Lick
Wilmerding High and the College of Mann before joining the Department at the age of 22. He spent time at
Ingleside Station before his 10 years at Southern Station. In October of '79 he was appointed to the rank of
Assistant Inspector. In January of this year he made the
rank of Sergeant. At the period of his untimely death,
he was attached to,the Juvenile Division.
Bill was overjoyed by his appointment, as anyone
whp saw the constant smile on his face could attest to.
He was a kind and compassionate policeman who never
had a bad thing to say about anyone.
He is survived by his wife Carole, his daughters
Karen, Jennifer and Katherine, his step-sons Don and
Greg Flowers, his father Wesley Wright (Sergeant
S.F.P.D. Retired) and his sister Nancy Woods.
He was a husband, a father, a true professional and
he was my friend. If there is any consolation at this
time, it is that he died doing something he loved and
that he was at the happiest time of his life.
May he rest in peace, with the knowledge that he will
always be remembered and respected by his fellow officers.
Jerry D'Elia

AVOID GAS RIP-OFFS
Travel season is here,
and motorists, faced with
gas prices which have increased 53 percent since
last year, are being urged
by the California State
Automobile Association
(AAA) to be on the lookout
for any signs of gasoline
rip-offs.
The culprits to look for
in this type of highway robbery come in many forms
- a carburetor in need of
a slight adjustment of the
air/fuel mixture, a dirty
spark plug, a broken spark

plug wire, or other minor
ignition parts which are
not working. The correction of these
kinds of minor malfunctions increases fuel
economy over 12 percent,
on the average. When, in a
few cases, a major problem
is uncovered,' such as a
carburetor in need of
overhaul or replacement,
fuel economy can improve
even more.
To help motorists spot
these gas-* asters, the
California State

WILLIAM J. WRIGHT
Sergeant of Police
DECEASED

Automobile Association is
sending a mobile van
throughout Northern
California and Nevada to
provide free fuel economy
tests through its "Community, Gas Savers Program."
The Community Gas
Savers Van will be located
at shopping centers in the
CSAA's service territory,
where trained technicians
will perform a simple twominute test on each vehicle. Although the Community Gas Savers Program (CGSP) is not
specifically designed to tell
motorists their miles-per-

SAVE UP TO 20%
CONTACT
MICHAEL MILLER..
FOR A QUICK
TELEPHONE QUOTE
TO CHECK YOUR
ELIGIBILITY

He's our SFPOA representative for all your casualty insurance needs
• AUTO sHOME. RECREATIONAL VEHICLES • BUSINESS INSURANCE'
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR NON-SMOKERS & GOOD DRIVERS'
• Discounts also extended for Multiple Cars & Good Students.

383-7546

Farmers Insurance Group
Fast *.Fair * Friendly Service

- . . The Screening Committee of the POA is presently contending that JAB investigators cannot ask the
question "Will you take a polygraph?" during an interrogation. As soon as the attorneys present a formal opinion it will be distributed via a bulletin..
.. - Communications Dispatcher Rose Galindo
recently lost her voice to a bout with laryngitas.
Numerous field officers commented that her golden
voice was missing from the airways (too quiet) while her
co-workers complained that the laryngitas had
dampened her tremendous party spirit. We are happy
to report that Rosie is now back on the channel nagging
the troops and entertaining her co-workers...
--

gallon ratio, the CSAA
technicians will, through
exhaust analysis, be able
to indicate the presence of
problems that affect
engine performance and
fuel economy, as well as
answer additional questions motorists may have
on these subjects.
Motorists can learn Of
the program through their
local news media or CSAA
office, which will be
notified in advance of the
closest appearance of the
Community Gas Savers
Van. Participation in the
free program will be on - a
first-come, first-served
basis. AAA membership is
NOT required.
Last year, with over
10,000 motorists taking
advantage of the program,
CSAA found that 35 percent of the cars had one or
more malfunctions that
caused poor fuel economy.
The good news was that
over two-thirds of these
problems were easy and inexpensive to correct, many
times requiring only a
minor adjustment.
This year, after a
preliminary run in Daly
City, the CSAA summer
campaign of the Community Gas Savers Program will begin in Los
Gatos, California, on May
12th at the King's Court
Shopping Center. It will
then be making other Bay
Area appearances through
May, after which it will
locate M over, 50 communities in the 45 counties of Northern California
and Nevada.

BREAKFAST - LUNCH - - BANQUET
TAKE-OUT SERVICE

OPEN 7A.M.

ZUKA'S
NO. I GILBERT STREET
(ACROSS FROM HALL OF JUSTICE)

SFPOA MEMBERS WELCOME!
EVIE AND
FRANK

552-2150
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
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"TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN"
by Geny Schmidt, Co. C Rep.
In these times of fiscal analysis, one major conclusion
that even the most persistant of experts must admit to is
that answers are not simplistic in nature and nor are
solutions easily instituted. On March 6th and 7th, 1980
the San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle respectively
published articles regarding public employee pay
scales in twelve major U.S. cities. The conclusions
drawn from comparison placed San Francisco near the
top for public employees in general and specifically
cited police officers are being at the top.
As with most statistical data, the black and white
figures are irrefutable. However, conclusions drawn
from data are debatable. The Urban Institute, a nonprofit Washington based research organization, compiled data for seven catagories of city workers with five
years service as of January, 1979. One immediate fault
in - that selection process is that, specifically for S.F.
police officers, employees hired after November 1976
earn dramatically less than their pre-1976 counterparts
in both wages and retirement benefits. Therefore any
conclusions drawn from those figure would not accurately represent the pay scales of post November 1976
employees. An important side note is that post "76-ers"
Are generally of a younger, less financially established
group of people; young couples raising infant families
and looking for homes to buy. If headlines fresh in the
voters' tax-weary mind were ever to have an adverse impact on any group of people, these people would certainly•be among them.
In an effort to give a broad picture for those whose
responsbiity it is to govern, I believe the urban institute
made an honest effort to graphically illustrate how
public employees are compensated across the country.
Just as sincerely however, I believe the effort was comparing apples to oranges.

Public sector funding comes under much greater
scrutiny than does that of the private sector. When the
private sector employee negotiates his/her annual pay
raise/benefit increase, the increase certainly does not
come out of the employers' profit margin. The profit
margin is maintained and perhaps even increased year
after year by passing the increased costs on to the con
sumer. As with the current "pyramid" craze, if
somebody profits on one end, it's inevitably taken out
of someone "elses" on the other. The distinction between public vs. private sector financing is that the voter
can and does have a more direct and much quicker say
so in the previous case. The end result is that the
public, more knowledgable about how to decrease
public sector spending for things such as police and fire
services via the ballot, than decrease the cost of consumner products such as energy, food and housing,
does so almost every time a tax reducing proposition
confronts them.
Nowhere in either article was the fact that the cost of
living in the Bay Area is the highest in the nation. Recent figures indicate an average income of $20,000.00 is
required to 'maintain 'a U.S. family of four. A first year
S.F. police officers take home salary is $9.08 an hour
which earns him/her under $19,000.00 annually
BEFORE such things as taxes, medical, dental and
other essential expenses are deducted.
Before the average citizen reacts to the squeeze being
placed on them by the cost of consumer products such
as food, energy and housing on the one side, and public
servièes such as police, fire and para-medics on the
other, responsible members of government should show
them the way to reduce the costs of non tax-supported
items. How nice it would be if we could all vote in June

on an initiative to reduce the cost of gasoline to one we
could all live with; say fifty cents a gallon. "Not possible!!", the gas companies would scream as they
justified in detail why it costs upwards of $1.40 a
gallon.
Bear in mind that public servants are-going to scream
just as loudly when the same product they provide is expected from less financial support. When the tax rate
remains the same or decreases in the face of inflation,
the public services product cannot be expected to remain the same. I might add that police officers are consumers and taxpayers just like everybody else.
A final misleading figure in both articles indicates
that a S.F. police officer earns $17.90 an hour. A S.F.
police officer, as previously stated, earns an average of
$9.76 per hour without the benefit of night shift differential and receives straight time for all overtime, including holidays. This is before taxes.
The articles referred to would lead the S.F. taxpayer/voter to believe that their public employees are
already being over-compensated and therein lies the fat
waiting to be cut. The mechanism of reducing funding
for tax-supported services is well known via Proposition
13 of 1978.
- As I stated in my opening, answers are not simplistic
in nature and nor are solutions easily instituted. I
would hope that more effort can be given to developing
the more complex and far reaching solutions and then
letting all citizens, corporations and institutions bear
the brunt of seeing them instituted rather than expecting a relatively small group like public employees pay
the price.

VALENCIA FURNITURE FIGHTS INFLATION!

-

Premium
Spirits'
Luncheon'

EUGENE ORLOFF b SONS

Special

AUTO BODY RECONSTRUCTION

6th & Clement
San Francisco

QUALITY WORK SINCE 1945
-

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC.-

INFRA-RED BAKED ENAMEL LUCITE.DELUX.CENTARI-IMRON
IN SAN FRANCISCO
IN SAN RAFAEL
1970 MCALLISTER
38 GARY PLACE
NEAR PETRINI MARKET

453-8838

INSURANCE

Sofa Bed
Bunk Bed

)Full Sue Sleeper)

Complete with
Mattress & Pallets.
All Hardwood Turned Posts
Maple Finish
Ladder& Guard Rail

Phone 752-0580

567-8144

- WORK WELCOME

HEALY INSURANCE
AGENCY,, INC.
2131 & 2145-19th Avenue
Sari Francisco, CA 94116
(415) 566-2121 • 800-652-1618

AUTO
HOMEOWNERS
BOA TOWNERS
LIFE
DISABILITY

Sofa& Love Seat Bedroom
Set

$188
-.

traditional plaid
fabriccolors
in

Includes double dreccer. mIrrr.
1.2)nighlstands. head hoard & chest

Smoked Glass Tables 9 Pie

$188 FOR ALL3 PIECES

ss Dinette

6chairs. " /
table w/2 12" leaves

CREDIT STILL AVAILABLE!
CWE.CARRY OUR OWN CONTRACTS) - -

Mon. - Fri. 10-7. Sal. 10-6, Sun. 1 -5

REMEMBER - When you retire, Contact the P.O.A. Insurance Department and notify them. They Will instruct you as What to do about your
Insurance Coverages.

$188

- - VALENCIA --FURNITURE-..
560 VALENCIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

-

626.8943' - - -
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Q50 SERGEANT APPOINTMENTS
Bruce Lorin
Frank McCoy
James Meyer
Daniel O'Leary
Patrick O'Shea
Robert O'Sullivan
Glenn Pamfiloff
Robert Parenti
George Paulin
Thomas Petrini
Lawrence Price
Earl Rochlin
David Rodrigues
Prentice Sanders
Douglass Ramsey
Bernard Shaw
Donald Sloan
Richard Weick
Pelham Wilmerding

On Tuesday, May 6,
1980, the following perSons were sworn in as Q50
Sergeants:
Joseph Allegro
John Ballentine
Roger Battaglia
Theodore Bell
Allan Bierman
James Brown
Raymond Carlson
Croce Casciato
Paul Chignell
Walter Cullop
Marvin Dean
Thomas Eisenmann
William Faust
Michael T. Ferrier
Michael Folena
Emile Fortenberry
Dennis Gustafson
Thomas Carew
Norbert Gutierrez
Donnie Hansen
William Hardeman

The swearing-in took
place in the Police Commission Hearing Room.
Family and friends were
invited to attend.

Shhhhhh!

DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES TO
BE SUBMITTED IS THE FIRST

GRIEVANCES

Reprinted S.F. Examiner, Jeff Jarvis

WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH.

GRANDMA'S SALOON
Jim (Goober) Smith
Retired SFPD

1232 Noriega St., San Francisco CA 94122
Phone (415) 665-7892

COUNW1 IVINW
IW*1

j
UNIQUE & NATURAL FURNITURE

1014 Clement Street - San Francisco 94118
751-1276
Compare our Low Prices on Unfinished and
Solid Wood Furniture. Custom Finishing Available.

7

REPORTER, REPORT
ON THYSELF: Channel
7's investigative reporter,
Steve Wilson, just came
out with a blockbuster.
Brace yourself. It's a biggie.

The one at the expired
meter was a 1979 blue Datsun Z. The press pass in
the window was #47.
That's the number assigned to a KGO reporter
named Steve Wilson.

He found out that cops
park their civilian cars
around police stations in yellow, white and red
zones and at expired
meters. But they don't get
tickets, they. get to park
free, and illegally. Gosh.

.

Any member of the Association who may wish to submit a grievance, is encouraged to utilize the processing
and representation services offered by the Grievance
People in glass houses Committee of the POA.
shouldn't throw
All members are requested to use the format describblockbusters.
ed below when initiating a grievance.

HONESTY: It so happened that while Wilson
told his tale, Dianne FeinsAs.. soon as I found out tein •was sitting in the
that Wilson was working KGO studio. She was
on this expose, I went there to talk about her trip
wandering on the street, in to Washington. Van Amsearch of illegally parked burg said they didn't mean
cars. I wandered by KGO- to "sandbag" her, but
TV's offices on Golden since she was there, they
Gate Avenue. And what might as well ask her
should I find but eight cars about the parking story.
with KGO press passes in
their windows, all parked
And you have to give the
illegally, none with a mayor points. She admitticket. Four were in white ted that even she parks ilzones, one in a yellow legally. In this city, who
zone, two in red zones and doesn't?
one at an expired meter.

In.

I

-by Grievance Committee
Paul Chignell, Chairman
Theodore Schlink, Secretary

TELEVISION
STEREO
MICROWAVE OVENS

1. A brief statment of the grievance shall be submitted
to the Grievance Committee by a grieving member's
respective POA elected representative.
2. The grievance statment shall be reviewed by the
Grievance Committee.
3. After recognition of a member's grievance, the grieving member's respective POA elected representative
shall immediately and officially submit the grievance
document to the San Francisco Police Department in
the prescribed and approved manner.
4. A grieving member's unit representative will be
assisted by a member of the Grievance Committee, in
any and all phases, of the grievance prior to a disposition of the grievnce.
5. The Grievance Committee members shall accept and
represent only thosb grievances that must be adjudicated in a timely manner.
6. All other grievances will be handled by the member's
representative in consultation with a Grievance qommittee member.

Mike Salerno-Owner I
Special Discount Prices
731-2792 SALES-20 yr's-SERVICE 2401 Irving St.]

GEARY CLEANERS

QUALITY CLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE
ALL KINDS OF ALTERATIONS, RE-WEAVING
SUEDE-AND LEATHER CLEANING

- Dayle L. Warren

WE OPERATE OWN PLANT

UNDER NEW MANA GEMENT

STANDARD PLUMBING CO.
SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
A COMPLETE DISCOUNT PLUMBING SUPPLY STORE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RADIO DISPATCHED FOR SPEEDY SERVICE
RESIDENTIAL * COMMERCIAL * NEW CONSTRUCTION
1828 CLEMENT STREET
STATE LICENSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL 94121 CONTRACTOR
221-4170
STATE LICENSE NO. 330341
2214176

PHONE 751-9218

5911 GEARY BLVD.
(AT 23RD AVE.)

COCKTAILS... DOMESTIC, FOREIGN BEERS

I JIMMY COYLES!
959 TARAVAL ST.

•

SAN FRANCISCO CA
PHONE:
664-1750

.

-

For all your insurance needs

CECCATO INSURANCE
4730 Mission St. San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 586-5656

V

THE
BILINGUAL
BALLOT
by Supervisor Quentin L. Kopp
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PEOPLE
AND
PRODUCTIVITY
by L Davis Almand
Secretary to James Ryan
Deputy Chief of Police

There has been so much written about the alleged
•
No other issue in recent memory has generated sue h of these groups are even literate in their OWN "non-productive" Aierican worker that I believe somassive constituent response as that prompted by the language.) Thirdly, the Act. discriminates against meone should speak frankly about the subject.
bilingual ballot matter which was under review by the English speaking voters who, while asked to foot the
bill for this special assistance, receive no such benefits •during
Judging
own observations
experiences
Board of Supervisors this past month. • .
thefrom
past my
20 years
of working inand
private
industry
"I can't explain it but this thing just makes and
my
blood
in
return.
in government, I would say the largest single factor
•
Now, amazingly, the City has been compelled to set- in relation to poor productivity is the near-total lack of
boil, " blurted one man who felt moved to call my office
while on his morning coffee break. "It seems so unfair • tie a suit brought by the United States Attorney which
to expect us to pay for these ballot translations just claims that not only must the City provide bilingual employer appreciation for hard-working people.
One of the greatest problems in our economic system
because some people flat out refuse to learn the ballots in Chinese and Spanish, but that it must also actively
recruit
and
solicit
citizens
who
cannot
vote
in
is
the
private employer's unscrupulous habit of trying to
•
language of their adopted land," he continued.
get as much work out of the employee as possible,
This personal expression of an offended sense of English.
The lengths to which the Registrar of Voters is without allowing the employee to make money or
justice and fair play sums up the general tenor of the
phone calls and letters I've been receiving. • It seems obligated to recruit voters who presumably speak only achieve a better position.
It happens so often in corporations and in governsomewhat paradoxical that legislation which was in- Chinese or Spanish (even though they are citizens) is
itially intended to do away with injustice is now perceiv- staggering, both in principle and in unnecessary costs ment that the people who work merely get more work,
to the taxpayer.
while the do-nothing favorites get the promotions. If an
ed as perpetuating more of its evils.
• The Voting Rights Act of 1965, to which the bil- fought unsuccessfully to force the City Attorney to employer finds out that an employee is highly energetic
ingual ballot requirements were added in 1975, was defend San Francisco. The City Attorney repeatedly • and competent, he will often try to bully the employee
implored the members of the Board of Supervisors to into doing extra work without being properly paid. This
originally designed to remove unfair and discriminatory •
qualifications for voting, such as the poll tax and settle the case on the United States Attorney's terms. is why so many companies have such bad morale and
literacy tests which were historically used to bar (Shades of the alleged discrimination suit against the such poor production levels.
A great deal has been written about the "lazy"
• :southern blacks from voting. In 1975, this Act was police department).
• The ordinance directing settlement of this bizzare worker, but very little has been said about the do• amended* to include the so-called bilingual provisions.
. 4 vote. A veto by Mayor nothing • figurehead executive, the incompetent
These expressly prohibited English-only elections in suit was adopted on a 7 to
manager or supervisor who achieved his or her job
those jurisdictions having language minorities compris- Feinstein could put a stop to such silliness.
•
fhrt-moh favoritism instead of ability.
• ing 5% of the population whose literacy level fell below *by then Senator John Tunney.
that of the national average or where less than 50% of
Anyone who has ever had to sit through one of those
•
all eligible voters voted in the previous election. Adding
executive-whisper-non-stop-talk routines knows that
insult to injury were the provision's restrictions of
executives themselves are often responsible for produc• • "language minorities to include only those languages
tion slowness.
• • indigenous to Asian American, persons of Spanish
Corporations blame the unions for pushing up costs
heriti ge, American Indians and Alaskan natives. No
and creating inefficiency, yet the corporate refusal to
such protections were to be afforded to other foreignfire incompetent executives and managers is the real
language citizens such as Italians, Germans, Greeks,
reason for inefficiency and financial loss.
etc.
The whole concept of singling out selected groups for
People are not in business to enjoy their lovely surspecial governmental treatment is one which goes
roundings, or the charming companionship of
against the American grain, not to say the equal protec•
managers and supervisors - they are there to get the
tion provisions of our Constitution. And it is on Con job done and make money.
stitutional grounds that the bilingual provisions can
•
People often talk of the low productivity of governand ought to be challenged. First, they discriminate
ment workers, yet there are hundreds of bureaucrats at
• against members of other language minorities who, like
every level of local, state and Federal government who
those in the "protected" categories, would also find it
draw $45,000 to $65,000 a year for doing practically
more convenient to yote in their native language but for
nothing.
whom no similar opportunity is afforded. Secondly,
So far as police work is concerned, the bureaucrats
under the terms of the Act no proof of past or present
sit in their air-conditioned offices and talk (about all
• • discrimination or interference with a groups voting
they ever do) of "police productivity" and "police effirights is needed before requiring a jurisdiction to prociency." I'd like to put a few bureaucrats in uniform
vide special assistance. The mere existence of a minori• and send them into the streets on a dark, rainy night.
ty group comprising 5% of the population whose
How long would they last?
• literacy level falls below the national norm is sufficient
indication that the jurisdiction has committed some
If corporations and government bureaus want to im"wrongs" that it needs to correct - and correct at its
prove the productivity of their employees I suggest they
own expense! (Note: No proof is required that members
learn to appreciate productive people.
, •

•

CaN
564-1444
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AAIJMT • - ____________
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MENTION THIS AD FOR 50% DISCOUNT
SPECIAL POLICE TECHNIQUE TAUGHT BY
TONY REYES FORMERLY WITH CHP
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REBUTTAL ASSEMBLY PANEL REJECTS
POLICE REVIEW BILL

by commissioner Jerry Levitin
In response to Inspector Bowman feeling that the
system of protesting traffic tickets in open court is an
attempt to embarrass police officers in a public hearing, let me say emphatically that the Municipal Court
nor I intend to embarrass any segment of the citizens of
San Francisco or its workers.
Inspector Bowman came to me with a parking ticket
representing not his own ticket or a fellow police officer
but a ticket given to a witness that helped the police in
identifying a defendant.
He was told by his own police department that he
would have to appear in open court like everyone else
(including other state law enforcement agencies, presisupervisors -who regularly
dents of corporations, jIftes,
4
appear before me). Not accepting his supervisor's advice, he chose to contact the clerk's office and was again
told he had to appear in open court.
Again not choosing to take this advice, he came into
my chambers when I was not present and waited for me
to "adjudicate the ticket." When I arrived with a full
courtroom of people patiently waiting to protest their
tickets, Bowman explained his circumstances surrounding the ticket - I told him that no ticket is ever adjudicated in my chambers.
Two years ago Chief Gain had approved the present
system of San Francisco police coming before court.
Chief Con Murphy has recently approved of this procedure also. I don't feel Inspector Bowman has thought
out what would happen if we allowed -certain "privileged individuals" to come into my chambers for a "hearing". If we allow police, what about firemen, government officials, city assessors, city plumbers, etc. Hundreds of thousands of citizens work for the City. I have
and will always be against star chamber proceedings.
No one should get special privileges nor should a court
accept a statement of any individual not under oath in
adjudicating a matter.
His comment concerning my dismissal of two tickets
before him infers that I am lienient. Only 3% of all
parking tickets are protested before my court. Human
error is 3 to 4%. Traffic court is not a collection agency.
It is a place where citizens, frustrated with the parking
condition of San Francisco or honestly receiving an invalid ticket, may seek relief - 'including Inspector
Bowman.
There are over 80,000 parking tickets given a month.
If Room 100 were to write their protests, I would have
to read 18,000 letters a month which would be an
impossible task.
I established the instant hearing protests where you
arrive at the Hall of Justice and within one hour, you
are heard by me. There is no faster system of justice
that I am aware of.

1666

Union

I(.ep '..
evh
clean.

Reprinted S.F. Chronicle
Legislation that would create some local commissions
to review police conduct got no suport from an
Assembly committee that heard a statewide police
group make an unusual attack on the Berkeley Police
Department.
Al LeBas, lobbyist for the California Peace Officers
Association and California State Sheriffs Association,
made his comments after ,a member of the Berkeley
Police Review Commission claimed success for the sixyear-old commission.
LeBas said, "This additional harassment of police
has resulted in Berkeley going from one of the finest
police departments in the state, mid-sized, to one of the
worst."
LeBas, whose organizations represent managementlevel oficers, said there had been a "mass exodus of officers" from the Berkeley department.
The statements were disputed by representatives of
the Berkeley Police • Department and Police Review
Commission.
The bill by Assemblywoman Maxine Waters, D-Los
Angeles, in its original form would have required every
city and county to establish an advisory citizens' commission to review the actions of police and sheriff's officers.
Such commissions have been established in several
California cities, and a ballot measure is pending to
create one in Los Angeles.

Mexican & Shvadorian Food
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Especialida Mariscos
Fish and PraWns

Waters amended the bill to require commissions only
in areas where local authorities - prosecutors, a judge,
a police commission or the police department itself had found that more than 3 percent of the killings by
police were unjustified.
Despite the change, the bill didn't win a single vote
from the Assembly Local Government Committee. Five
members voted against it.
"I think the police have enough problems around the
state dealing with these crazy court decisions that are
handed down," said one opponent, Assemblyman
Carmen Perino, D-Stockton. "They don't need another
review board looking down their throat."
Peter Hagberg, a member of the Berkeley Police
Review Commission, said such commissions are needed
because of "an increasing gap between the perceptions
of police.. . and citizens."
Since the Berkeley commission was formed, he said,
both the crime rate and the number of claims against
the city alleging police misconduct have dropped.
Both Hagberg and Dick Berger, spokesman for the
Berkeley Police Department and head of its Police Officers Association, denied that the commission had prompted officers to resign or ruined the department's
quality.
"We still think we're one of the better department,"
Berger said. He said there is "not a cordial relationship, but not necessarily an adversarial one" between
the department and the review commission.

MODERN TACKLE
2975 MISSION ST.
(Bet. 25th &-26th St.)

"if it's Mexican, We have it"

MERIAM'S
RESTAURANT
538 Valencia St., S.F. CA 94110

824-5450

• FROZEN BAIT
• FISHERMAN'S SUPPLIES
• ROD AND REEL REPAIRING
• COMPLETE FLY TYING EQUIPMENT

-

Matthews Enterprises.
Modern, Semi Antique and Antique
Oriental Carpets
"We have what you want,
even if you don't know it yet"

Street
San Francisco 94123

George Matthews
673-0707

*
*
*
*

HARRINGTON'S MOVING b STORAGE

FAMILY DISCOUNT
IMPORT - WHOLESALE

Home - Office - Apartment Moving
See our New & Used Furniture Store
Complete Line of Home Furnishings

Jarlath O'Connor
599 Valencia St.
Manager
San Francisco 94110
Former S.F. Police Officer

sFotWear - Clothing - Gifts

Call (415) 861-5060
for details on the
I PUS Dental Program .• 3
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I ENROLL NOW

I

2768 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

285-1392
C.K. LAIN

Finest Food and Music in Town

good advice
*** ** ** ** * ** * **** * * * **** *
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EL NUEVO EL AMIGO

LIVE MUSIC NIGHTS

FOR FINE MEXICAN FOODS & COCKTAILS
3355
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A mouthful of

—- SUPPORTS THE S.F.
POLICE OFICERS' ASSN.

MISSION ST.. S.F.

TEL. 821-3037

Italian Specialties, Ravioli, & Salads
Made In Our Kitchen

OPEN 7a.m.-2a.m.
1062 Valencia
Lunches 11-3

282-2522
Happy Hour 4-6

e,CuccaOei1cc1tessen
Imported Groceries and Delicacies
"The Tastiest Little Deli In The World"

ARD E. BOSCO

2120 CHESTNUTSTREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
PHONE: 921-7873
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HELPING
A FRIEND

AUTO INSURANCE INITIATIVE "SECRET"
"One of the best kept secrets in Northern Califor- segment were not aware that a petition to place a nonia." That's the way Richard V. Patton, president of fault initiative on the November ballot is being cirthe California State Automobile Association describes culated, even though 75 percent of those queried said
the California Consumers No-Fault (auto insurance) they favored having the proposition on the ballot.
"Without a sufficient number of signatures, the issue
Initiative petition currently being circulated throughout
will not even be presented to the people," said Patton.
the state.
The president of the nearly two-million member auto "Regardless of the ultimate outcome, our present obclub voiced the opinion that after more than a decade of jective is simply to get the issue on the November
almost continual legislative study and deliberation ballot," Patton added.
The association's membership includes the 45 counwithout any resulting substantive action, the time has
come to let the people of this state make their own deci- ties of Northern California.
In order to have the issue placed before voters this
sion regarding the future of no-fault automobile infall,
346,000 valid signatures are needed on petitions
surance.
Patton adds that since 1970 Californians have con- before May 15.
Registered voters are encouraged to seek information
stantly indicated a desire for change in the writing of
auto insurance, or as those familiar with insurance pro- regarding the California Consumers No-Fault Initiative
by contacting the manager of any of the 56 district ofcesses phrase it, "tort reform."
A recent telephone survey, conducted by CSAA, fices maintained by the California State Automobile
found that 98 percent of a representative membership Association in this state.

May 1980

by Mike Conway, Co. D

The biggest responsibility a cop has, and the greatest
gift he has as a policemaiz is the man walking or riding
next to him. For the eight hours they are together, they
share some of the intimate sides of their lives.
What if that man next to you is in crisis, i.e. a drinking problem, the process of divorce, or having financial
difficulties? What is your responsibility? It is to listen,
to listen and to listen. Then, maybe share some similar
difficulties you have encountered. That is also part of
the responsibility of the P.O.A. To listen and if possible, to refer.
A gentle nudge from you to give the P.O.A. a call
could mean the resolution of the crisis.
Jack Ballentine, Croce Casciato and Al Benner have
taken the responsibility of establishing a program that
was formerly located on the 5th floor but now is in the
hands of the P.O.A. So, if the officer next to you is in
crisis, give him the nudge.

BLOOD DRIVE
at the POA Building
510- 7th St.
on June 26, 1980
Refreshments

Randy Carlton, Psychiatrist
(408) 328-3636
900 Welch Road, Suite 206
Palo Alto 94394
Walter Gorski, Psychologist
391-0296
912 Powell Street
San Francisco
Casi Kushel, M.S.
Licensed Marriage, Family & Child Counselor
841-7117
Berkeley 94705
Eva Laskin, Psychologist
(408) 296-5600
160 Saratoga Ave, Suite 38
Santa Clara 95050

-

Richard Laude
851-0226
4370 Alpine Road
Portola Valley
Richard Long, PhD.
Licensed Marriage & Family Counselor
931-6262
2477 Washington St.
San Francisco
Pillar Montero, Psychologist
922-0772
2781 Clay Street
San Francisco

The Sandalmakers

Whittier 's Mother
Horses, Dragons
and other fine carvings

Gary Olson, Psychologist
321-2862
1000 Welch Road
Palo Alto

Ducks,

Pier 39, Box G12
San Francisco 94133

Pier 39, Box F-li
San Francisco 94133
421-2240

421-4538

Occupational Health Services
653-4357
4003 Howe Street
Oakland 94611

I

Baskets
on edge EUROPEAN TRIM Buttons

Greenfields, Inc.

Boxes

434-4428
552-9740

Pier 39, Space 111
San Francisco 94133
David Speyer, Manager

1510 Walnut, Berkeley 94704, 848-5309
Pier 39, San Francisco 94133, 421-5145

LUNCH • DINNER S COCKTAILS

GOLDEN GATE PETS, INC.

NAUTILUS SEAFOOD & SPIRITS

PIER 39 SPACE B-12
SAN FRANCISCO 94133
421-9626

Pier 39
at Fisherman's Wharf
M 109,

Open Daily 11 AM—il PM
Reservations: 433-3721

Pacifica Psychological Assn.
359-6060
100 Santa Rosa
Pacifica 94044
Michael Roberts, Psychologist
(408) 277-4077
510 Park Avenue
San Jose 95110
St. Mary's Speech & Learning Clinic
6684000 Ext. 8437
St. Mary's Hall
-y)çç

çf,.f

San Francisco 94117
THE BINNACLE
Nautical & Brass Decor
Bill & Sandy Middleton
San Francisco 94133

Pier 39,1-12
Stairway 7

433-0556
Open 10:30-8:30 Daily

GOLDEN UNICORN

I

FINE JEWELRY
Mary Riemann

Pier 39
San Francisco 94133
Daily 11:30 - 8:30

ALL AMERICAN T-SHIRTS
PIER 39, BLDG. "G"
SAN FRANCISCO 94133

U
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Box ii
433-2960

University of California Human Sexuality Program
666-4623
Sex Counseling Unit
350 Parnassus, Suite 300
San Francisco 94143
Philip Ziegler
Licensed Marriage, Family & Child Counselor
527-1677
286 Santa Clara Ave.
Oakland 94610
Women's Alcohol Coalition
282-8900
3466 - 20th St.
San Francisco 94110

Al
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LETTERS
Blood Helped
Dear Sir:
I felt I should write to
you to express my feelings
of gratitude and relief for
the efforts of both Al
Casciato and Tom Vigo in
getting the blood that my
mother recently needed.
I can't describe to you
the feeling I had when I
received a 901 to call my
father at the hospital and
when he informed me that
my mom needed blood and
maybe if I could ask some
of my friends to donate. I
was thinking of who to call
when I remembered that I
once heard that the POA
had some kind of blood
program.
I phoned the POA and
was able to get in touch
with Al Casciato who, after
hearing my request, dropped everything he was doling and with the help of
Tom Vigo, was able to arrange for the blood that
my mom needed. When Al
told me to tell my dad that
there wasn't anything to
worry about, that the POA
would take care of
everything, I felt very
relieved and very happy
that I belonged to such an
organization that would
have this type of program
for its members.
The gift of blood should
never be under-estimated.
When my mother found
out that-the POA was providing her with the blood
that she was going to need,
it made her feel very good,
which made my whole
family feel good. My
girlfriend, my father and I
all went to Irwin Memorial
the next day to donate and
hope to become regular
doners to the POA blood
account as I now realize
the value of such an important gift.
Once again, from my
family and myself, I would
like to thank the POA and
all those who have donated
their blood to this special
purpose.
Thank you,
Bill Carle
Co.B

Tear Gas
Dear Chief Murphy,
I recently • went to the
tear gas class that the
police union is sponsoring
and would like to take this
opportunity to let you
know how very well run the
program is. Officers
Sullivan, Ballentine and
Wright are doing a great
job. They are a credit to
the force.
Sincerely,
Edan Hughes
San Francisco

Professional
Newspaper

POA

Representation

Dear Bob Barry and
Members of the Board of
My family and I would like to express our sincere ap- Directors:
Dear Bob:
A member of the preciation to you and the Board of Directors of the San
SFPOA recently sent me a Francisco Police Officers' Association for your support
Gentlemen, my deepest
copy of the San Francisco during the most difficult time of my police career.
and most sincere thanks to
Dear Bob:

Policeman. Congratula- I would be remiss if I didn't tell you of the very fine
tions on an informative, representation of Mr. Stephen Bley, the attorney that
professionally done you and the Board provided for my defense. Mr. Bley
publication. I am in- did an outstanding job in defending me, the proof beterested in receiving it on a ing that the charges against me were discharged in a
regular basis. I suggest court of law.
that we exchange subscriptions as soon as possible. I must admit that I, like so many other members of
Let me know if you are in- the P.O.A., take the Association for granted, not
terested and I will add thinking too much what it stands for or what it does for
your name to our subscrip- its members. I guess I thought like so many others that
it was always the others that needed the P.O.A.'s serGentlemen:
tion list,
vices. Well after 22 years, I found out different. The
Just wanted to take a
Enclosed
are
some
sam
Association
and their Attorney Mr. Bley didn't turn
minute to thank you for
ple
copies
of
POLICE
their
backs
on
me
but did everything in their power to
giving the MACE class the
PRODUCT
NEWS
for
help
me
over
this
last
year and a half. Thank you once
other night at Mt. Zion.
your
inspection.
I
hope
to
again.
I have talked to a lot of
Sincerely,
the people there and they be hearing from you soon.-Harvey (1. Harrison
all agree that the class was
Sincerely,
Sergeant of Police
very worth while and inDenny Fallon
teresting.
Editor
Westgard Plaque Co.
I would like to thank
Police Product News
you for all the help you
Carlsbad, California Dear Bob:
gave me in setting up the
Enclosed is the etching of the diploma I spoke to you
class. Everyone I spoke to
about
and if anyone is interested in having one made
in regard to this class was
***
up,
have
them send their diploma or whatever they
very nice and helpful.
to us by Certified Mail and their cost would
want
etched
It was very nice to meet
he
$37.50
each.
all-6f you.
Sincerely yours,
Kathy Morris Editor
es
San Francisco S.F. Policeman

A Friend
Dear Bob:
I am writing this letter
to you for a two-fold purpose. One is to compliment you and your
organization for the excellent image you are conveying to the public,whic h
is helped in no small part
by your rapport with Chief
of Police Cornelius Murphy.
The second reason is to
use your paper as a
medium to express my
thanks to a member of the
P.O.A. whose name is
Joseph Engler, Jr. from
Mission Station. He and
his partner, whose name I
did not get, are certainly
representative of the fine
men in your organization
and they did their job very
well when I had occasion
to call them.

I wish to thank you for
your prompt response for
blood for my wife, Mora
Cane, during her recent I've been a friend of the
need and also to the men police department for
that donated for many years and 'will conreplacements. It's a tinue to, be. I just thought
wonderful feeling to have you would like to know.
such friends.
Continued Success,
Sincerely,
James J. Argyris
William P. Cane
San Francisco

AUTOMOTIVE -

CITY
a SERVICE
CENTER

(Sample can be seen at POA office.)

The etching of the clock is my gift to the S.F.P.O.A.
in appreciation for all of the help and information given
I clipped the story and to me over the years. I really appreciate your time and
mounted it on a 14 x 22 help in getting my pension straightened out.
Thank you again Bob.
inch piece of black poster
board and then covered it
Ray Westgard
with clear plastic contact
The
Westgand
Plaque
Co., Inc.
paper so the story could be
P.
0.
Box 893
passed from hand to hand
Bozeman,
Montana
59715
without damage. The
Phone
(406)
586-9742
Senior Citizens (135
members strong) meet at
the Eureka Valley Recreation Center and their voice
is strong. Wednesday . I will
show your story to them
and hopefully they will forSpecial Attention to all
ward a strong letter to City
Hall.
officers & Dept. members!
Sincerely,
Mrs. Marjorie D. Martin
899 Bryant Street
Candidate for Central
San Francisco, CA 94103
863-7235
Committee
16th District

FULLER-O'BRIEN DIVISION

When in Jail and You Need BAIL

859 Bryant Street, San Francisco
863-7585

Once again, Gentlemen,
my family and I wish to express Our deepest and most
sincere "thanks" for your
hard work and support.
Yours truly,
Harold F. Winkler

Law
Dear Friends:
It has been brought to
our attention that a
number of officers in your
association may be interested in attending law
school in the future.
Golden Gate School of
Law is fully accredited by
both the American Bar
Association (ABA) and the
American Association of
Law Schools (AALS). We
are housed in a new facility
with a law library containing over 100,000 volumes.
In addition, we have one of
the best faculties in the
area. We offer bth fulltime and part-time (evening) courses.
I have enclosed a poster
and request forms for your
use. We are still accepting
applications for Fall, 1980.
We will also accept the
April 10th LSAT. Applications for 1981 will be
available in early October
of this year.
If you have any further
inquiries, I would welcome
you to call me directly at
442-7257. Thank you for
your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Ed Tom
Director of Admissions
Golden Gate University
San Francisco

DYEARGAIN,
Retired SFPD

I

(FMArket
1-7901
GR rF
The Bondsman with a Heart

SERVICE

I feel Stephen Bley did
an outstanding job for us.

The O'Brien Corporation

Pho no

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE

16th & So. Van Ness
San Francisco, CA 94103

I should like to compliment your newspaper and
your reporter Gale- W.
Wright for a most excellént story (April 1980
P. 18) on roller skating in
Golden Gate Park. It is as
fine a piece of photojournalism that I have seen
in many a day. The article
certainly should be seen
and read by every San
Franciscan who has a deep
love and concern for the
beauty of Golden Gate
Park.

each and every one of you
for your help and
understanding during a
very trying time for my
family and 'I. We realize
the hand work and efforts
that were applied by the
membership in helping us
achieve our victory.

/.L GRAF , Alt. 8bND - FORMERLY KEN TILL.ES

Real Estate No. 1, I
1379 LINDA MAR SHOPPING CENTER, PACIFICA, 94044
OFFICE (415) 359-6111
RES. (415) 355-9620

' --
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MEDAL OF VALOR AWARDS
POLICE OFFICER MICHAEL T. DEMPSEY screaming and fall to the ground. The officers yelled at
For services rendered on Wednesday, August 23, the suspect to drop his weapon but he responded by tur1978, while off duty and in civilian dress and enroute to fling and pointing his weapon at the officers. The ofhis job assignment, observed two males, one , appearing ficers showed tremendous restraint in not firing as the
to be chasing the other. The male being chased, an woman and children were in the line of fire. The ofPRESENT:
NMA, had what appeared to be a purse tucked under ficers continued to call to the suspect to drop his
Commissioner JO Daly, Chairperson
his arm. After evaluating the situation, the officer join- -weapon however, after a very tense period of time he
Deputy Chief of Investigations George Eimil
ed the chase and caught the suspect and identified finally dropped the weapon and was then taken into
Deputy Chief of Field Operations James A. Ryan
Deputy Chief of Administration James P. Shannon himself as a police officer, but the suspect began to custody.
scream loudly, and struggle furiously, attracting the at- POLICE OFFICERS MICHAEL W. MC NEILL,
Commander of Patrol Raymond J. Canepa
tention
of other NMA's nearby; All at once, Officer LARRY A. PIOL, PATRICK J. WHITE AND ARCaptain Charles A. Schuler
Dempsey
and the man who originally gave chase to the
Captain Edmund J. Cassidy
THUR L. CONGER
suspect
were
attacked by twenty persons. The officer,
Captain Joseph M. Flynn
For services rendered on Wednesday, -May 2, 1979,
attempting to maintain control of the suspect, was
Captain Joseph T Lordan
repeatedly punched and kicked about the body and at approximately 1835 hours, when they responded to
Captain Charles F. Ellis
a "904 Code 3" at the Bart Plaza at 24th and Mission
head. Officer Dempsey, and the citizen involved in the Streets and apprehended a crazed suspect who was
Captain William E. Koenig
chase, had to be höspitalized as a result of these
Captain Merritt R. McKevitt
beatings. Officer Dempsey observed a felony in pro- engaged in a wild struggle with a Bart Police Officer for
Captain George G. Rosko
possession of the officer's gun. During the see-saw
gress and made every effort to apprehend the suspect.
Captain George P. Jeffery
He could have remained anonymous but he went struggle for control of the weapon, the suspect's right
Captain Robert M. Mucci
index finger was observed to be on the trigger and the
beyond the call of duty to apprehend the felonious muzzle alternately pointing at the officers and the
Captain Kevin J. Mullen
suspect.
Captain John A. Mahoney  wd that had hered Finally with great difficulty.
Captain Joseph E. Buckley
thffisnedcontrol of the weapon and took
POLICE OFFICER CHARLES M. COLLINS
Captain Robert C. Seghy
suspect into custody.
For services rendered on Tuesday, May 8, 1979, at
approximately 1230 hours, while off duty, unarmed, POLICE OFFICERS GEORGE F. MC DONALD..
and outside the City limits, knowingly and willingly AND ROBERT P. O'SULLIVAN
POLICE OFFICERS DANIEL B. BODEN AND joined in the pursuit of armed robbery suspects who
ices
rendered
on
Wednesday,
May
9, 1979,
For sery
ROBERT W. DONSBACH
.
had just robbed a jewelry store at gun point in San when they responded to 3408 Clay Street, and comFor services rendered On Sunday, April 1, 1979, at Bruno. At the completion of this incident three suspects pleted a stolen auto report. Shortly thereafter they
0014 'hours, having been assigned to a plainclothes were taken into custody, three fully loaded weapons heard a broadcast of an armed robbery of a bank which
stakeout of the Viking Sandwich Shop, 1418 Lombard were confiscated and $20,415 worth of jewelry was had just occurred at 5500 Geary with the description of
Street, observed a suspect, whose description matched recovered.
the suspect and auto matching that of the suspect-in the
that of a suspect wanted in a string of robberies, enter
stolen auto report they had taken. The officers searched
the premises several times during the night and this POLICE OFFICERS WILLIAM M. HERNDON AND the area and apprehended the suspect boarding a Muni
time proceed directly to the cash register producing a WALTER L. PINOSKY
bus at Pacific and Presid!o Avenues. When confronted
.45 caliber automatic from the right side of his body. For services rendered on Friday, June 15, 1979, at by the officers the suspect attempted to draw a .380
The suspect, upon being confronted by the officers, 1530 hours, when they arrested two suspects who, using
automatic from his waistband but was quickly
darted to the rear of the store where he took cover and a vehicle as a weapon, attempted to run down both ofprevented from doing so. All proceeds from the robbery
aimed his weapon at the officers when they pursued. ficers. After the suspects were taken into custody, it was were recovered from the suspect and he was positively
The officers without 'cover and hopelessly in the learned that they had been escaping from a 211. They identified by the victims.
suspect's line of fire, fired at the suspect and the had employed a sawed-off shotgun in a residential robsuspect dropped his weapon to the floor. The suspect bery at 1152 Guerrero Street, during which they
MERITORIOUS CONDUCT then reached into, his pocket but was stopped from do- assaulted and terrorized a young woman.
-lug so by Officer Boen. Officer Dousbach then picked
F. 'MARTINEZ AND 'up the suspect's weapon, ' which was cocked with the POLICE OFFICER MARSHALL E. WONG POLICE OFFICERS ROBERT
S
MICHAEL
E.
CONNORS
safety off, from the floor. An ambulance was summon- ' For services rendered on Teusday, June 12, 1979, at
For services rendered on Tuesday, March 13, 1979,
ed and the suspect subsequently expired from his 2028 hours, when he responded to 2801 Jones Street,
at 0645 hours, when they, after a painstaking and
wounds. The termination of this suspect's career and observed an armed suspect, he immediately
thorough investigation, apprehended a robbery
brought about the clearance of numerous armed rob- recognized as a Chinese gang member holding a
suspect in the suspect's apartment at 1871 Sacramento
beries in the Northern District.
weapon to the victim's head. Officer Wong identified
'
Street. Evidence was also located in the apartment linkhimself as a police officer and immediately took action ing the suspect with the robbery of two pharmacys. The
by placing himself between the victim and the armed suspect was then booked for warrants charging two
suspect. The suspect with his weapon now trained On counts of robbery and three counts of assault with a
POLICE OFFICERS PETER L. CANAAN AND the officer, charged into the Officer in an attempt to
deadly weapon.
MICHAEL A. MC ELLIGOTI'
disarm him. A furious struggle ensued and the officer
'
-.
INSPECTOR CLARENCE W. SMITH,
For services rendered on Sundáy, May 6, 1979, at
was successful in disarming and arresting the suspect.
----,---,
-'
For
services
rendered
on
Wednesday,
June
6,
1979,
223 flours, wnen tney responded to iquaue rtr. and
after
conducting
an
excellent
criminal
investigation,
arMuni Pier in response to a broadcast of a female with a
ranged for a stakeout of pawn shops on 6th Street, and
,
knife attempting to commit suicide. When the oficers
on June 6, 1979, apprehended two suspects who were
arrived the female suddenly stabbed herself and then
jumped into the bay. The officers disregarding their 'LIEUTENANT CHARLES F. BEENE, SERGEANT responsible for the theft of approximately $200,000
own personal safety jumped in after her. Each time they JAMES A. DACHAUER, POLICE OFFICER DAVID worth of watches and jewelry. Sixteen burglary cases
approached her she would lash out savagely with the L. FONTANA
were al so cleared by this arrest as well as the recovery of For
services
rendered
on
Sunday,
April
22,
1979,
apprOximately $25,000 in merchandise.
knife. After drifting approximately 200 yards off shore,
while
on
duty
and
on
foot
patrol
in
the
area
of
the
1200
Willie E. Frazier, Secretary
they were finally able to get behind her and grab her.
block of Eddy Street, had their attention drawn to a
- - THE AWARDS COMMITTEE
The three were finally pulled from the bay by the Coast
suspect who, armed with an automatic pistol, fired into
Guard. _
'
Note: POLICE OFFICER ALEX E. FAGAN receiv- the entrance of 1265 Edd y Street, causing a woman and
LUNCH AND DINNER SERVED
small children milling about the entrance to commence
CLOSED SUNDAYS & MONDAYS
ed a Bionic Medal for his efforts in this incident.
Open 11 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Fridays till 9:30 p.m.
The Awards Committee met in Room 551, Hall of
Justice, on Friday, March 28, 1980 at 0930 hours in
regular session.

GOLD MEDAL

SILVER MEDAL

BRONZE MEDAL
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VOTE NO ON K
Proposition K would establish a hearing officer to hear and determine requests for
disability leaves, disability retirements or death allowances.
This Charter Amendment would remove those responsibilities from the present
seven member Retirement Board and would place the entire responsibility on the

shoulders of one individual. What would you rather have - a board of seven
members viewing your case with some objectivity, or one individual (paid by the City)
determining your fate?
Listed below are some of the arguments against Proposition K:

VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION "K"

ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION K

Proposition K will not reduce the number of disability retirements awarded to our
city employees by the present Retirement Board. It will, however, place an additional
financial burden of the city by creating an entirely new layer of government with an
undeterminable cost to the taxpayer. It is time that our elected city oficials start to
realize that our citizens want less government, not more red tape and a bigger deficit.

The authors of the current Charter language governing the organization of the
Retirement Board designed it expressly to reflect a balanced, just, and democratic
representation of the rightful parties at interest in the administration of the Retirement System. Employees, as the sole expressed beneficiaries of their fund, are provided fair representation by 3 of their own, while the City, unquestionably the major
benefator, has always been provided the upper hand, with 4 representatives. Despite
such a clear weighting against the employee, which City employees have never questioned or contested, apparently the odds of 4 to 3 are not enough.

True, pension costs for our municipal employees have been high, but you, the voter,
substantially reduced those costs in the 1976 General Election by adopting a ballot
measure that completely reformed the pension system and reduced, by great
numbers, the amount of disability awards. The Retirement Board, consisting of three
city employees, three appointees of the Mayor and the seventh, the President of the
Board of Supervisors have been entrusted with the responsibility of following your dictate to reduce the cost of government. The present system is working and working
very well.
If the proponents desire their proposed hearing officer to disallow a certain number
of legitimate claims, their desire is most unjust to the injured employee and will most
certainly be remedied in the courts at a high litigation expense to the city.

This proposal for an allegedly impartial hearing officer, to serve at the pleasure and
on the payroll of the City, a method unheard of elsewhere, and one which would be
disavowed by professionsl throughout the field of arbitration and mediation, will accomplish, one purpose only; namely to insure that yet another barrier is erected
against the employee to deny , him or her a fair and impartial review, when the circumstances of their employment have injured or disabled them for the 'remainder of
their lives.

The review of compensation for those in such circumstances is an appropriate and
legitimate right of San Francisco voters; the perversion of a fair and just process into a
mechanism subject to political manipulation is treachery and violative of the funThe proponents also fail to advise you that no other city in the country provides this damental reights of anyone who must-labor for another.
type of process, because no one individual can possibly offer the objectivity that is
necessary in determining a disability award. The decision of one individual would certainly be replete with all the natural bias inherent in anyone of us.
VOTE NO ON PROPPOSITION "K".
Let's be fair! Vote No on Proposition K.
Submitted by
Micbael S. Hebel
William F. Kidd
Attorney-at-Law
Former Trustee, S.F. Retirement Board
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They're Disappearing
Like.. Magic' !

Resignations from long-time San Jose police officers are occurring
in epidemic proportions at the department. And they are a direct result
of a lack of a realistic and competitive wage.
Would you work for the San Jose Police Department when you
could earn more money being a peace officer in No Alto, Sunnyvale,
Los Altos, Santa Clara, Milpitas, or for the Sheriff's Department?
We ask that you, the citizens of San Jose, establish your priorities
and to express them to your city officials.
Sponsored and p aid for jointly by the
San Jose Police Union, Local 170 and the San Jose Peace Officers Association

Courtesy of Sit. Lou Barberini, Co. I
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ON JAWS

II

I am writing to ask your support for an effort that is
underway in California to defeat Proposition 9. This is
another ballot tax cut initiative sponsored by Howard.
Jarvis, the author of Proposition 13 and the self-styled
leader of the "tax revolt."
The initiative would cut California's progressive income' tax in half and freeze the new rates into the
State's Constitution, about 40% of the tax relief or
some $2 billion would go to the wealthiest 5% of
Californians. Workers, the poor, the elderly and
minorities would get very little in terms of tax relief and
will suffer severely from the public service cut backs,
job losses and new and unfair taxes that will result.
As important, passage of this initiative in California
would give added nationwide ammunition and
creditability to those who simplistically link the nation's
problems to government activities and programs that
protect workers and consumers and provide the jobs, the facilities and the services that are essential to people
and to progress.
The AFL-CIO Executive Council, at its February
1980 meeting, adopted a statement strongly opposing
Proposition 9. The statement pointed out:
"We reaffirm our opposition to tax cuts which provide windfalls to the wealthy, rig the tax structure even
further against low and middle-income workers and
hamstring the ability of government to provide
necessary services."
A coalition backed by the labor movement has been
formed in California to defeat Proposition 9. Recent
polls show that there is a good chance to win this battle
if funds are available to support a direct mail and TV
campaign. explaining the real issues to the people of
California.
Any support you can provide for this critical fight will
be greatly appreciated. Please send your contribution
to: "Lab or Committee Against Proposition 9", in care
Of John F. Henning, Executive Secretary-Treasurer,
California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, Suite 310, 995
Market Street, San Francisco, California 94103.
Fraternally,
Lane Kirkland, President
American Federal of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations

.01
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SUPPORT 0, P1 0 1 R AND S ON THE JUNE BALLOT
0

SUPPORT 0, F, Q, R AND S the gross receipts tax. It will raise some $17-million an-nually. The Chamber of Commerce, as well as labor,
The Board of directors of the POA urges your full
supports Proposition Q. We recognize that business
must pay its fair share of the cost of providing services. support for the above propositions.
The full tax package will maintain the kind of city in San Francisco is facing a substantial deficit for
which business can continue to grow, flourish, and pro- fiscal year 1980-81 unless additional revenue is
vide inbc for San Franciscans. All segments of the corn- generated through these tax measures.
Proposition 0 increases the city's hotel tax from munity support Proposition Q. It re(JUfrS a two-thirds
The business community, represented by the
8 to 9.75 percent. It wiliraise some $5-million topayfor vote.
Chamber of Commerce, is fully supportive of this
essential city services. The hotel tax is not paid by San
.
Franciscans, but by visitors to our city, for services the Proposition R will reinstate the 25 percent tax on revenue package. Additionally, the San Francisco
city must provide. The hotel industry, labor, business parking facilities. It will raise some $5-million. Corn- Labor Council and a substantial number of our elected
support the increase. It requires a two-thirds vote. No muters who drive to San Francisco must pay their fair officials are behind these measures as well.
arguments were submitted against it.
share, just as business, labor, and city residents do, in
Should these propositions fall short of the two-thirds
order to maintain, city services. San Francisco beomes a
Proposition P which accounts for nearly half the city of nearly 1-million people during the daytime. vote needed and Proposition 9 passes, the city will be
total - $26-million - is simply a change in the - These temporary residents demand, and use, the same faced with some very difficult decisions in the months
schedule for paying off pension costs. Proposition P services - police, fire, hospitals, streets, etc., as the ahead. Specifically, the Police Department could. very
proposes to do it in 20 years. This means we will have to rest of us do. They should pay their share. it requires a well lose a vast number of civilian positions -which
would require police officers to take up the slack in the
pay less each year and, assuming inflation continues -. two-thirds vote,
Hall
of Justice and district stations. The net result
with "cheaper" dollars. It also means that during
would
then be less patrol and less protection for our
first year, the city will save $26-million. It's a conseris
a
surcharge
on
city-owned
citizens.
vative approach to pension funding. Well-managed
Proposition S
corporate pension funds often spread the burden for parking facilities. It will raise $2-million. Its objective is
Your support for these measures would be greatly apthe corporate share of the pension contributions over a the same as that of Proposition R - to let the cornmuter pay a fair share of the burden for providing city predated.
25 to 30 year period.
services. It requires a Iwo-thirds vote.
Robert F. Barry, President
Proposition Q will raise the gross payroll tax - Support for the entire package —0, P, Q, R, S - is
San
Francisco
Police Officers' Association
from 1.1 to 1.5 percent, and make similar changes in essential to maintain San Francisco's city services
The Human Services Revenue package on the June 3
ballot is designed to bring in $53. 7miUion and to maintain city services at present Ievels,assuming Proposition
9 is defeated. It consists of Propositions 0, P. Q, R and
S. Propositions O Q, R and S require a two-thirds vote
for approval.

POA ENDORSEMENTS
On Saturday, April 12th and Monday, April 14th,
of the Board of Directors interviewed the
below listed candidates running for public office. On
Tuesday, April 15th, the Board of Directors convened
and made the following endorsements:

-

- JuneL lYöU
- June
Primary Election

•

---

-

SUPERIOR COURT #1
(Endorsed) Raymond J. Arata, Jr. - Municipal Court
Judge
Estella W. Dooley - Public Defender
SUPERIOR COURT #2
(Endorsed) William Mallen - Deputy City Attorney
Richard P. Figone - Municipal Court Judge
MUNICIPAL COURT
(Endorsed) ma L. Gyemant - Deputy State Attorney
General
Jerry Levitin - Traffic Commissioner
Phillip J. Moscone - Deputy City Attorney
V. Roy Lefcourt - Public Defender
5TH SENATE DISTRICT
(Endorsed) Milton Marks (R) Incumbent
Eric Garris

Incumbent
Superior Court #1
Judge Raymond J. Arata, Jr.

-Candidate Superior Court #2
William Mullen ,

Candidate
Municipal Court
- ma L. Gyemant

16TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(Endorsed) Art Agos (R) Incumbent LarryE. Jenkins (R)
Justin Raimondo (L)
17TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
Willie L. Bown, Jr. (D) Incumbent
Thomas J. Crary (R) Assistant District Attorney
(No Endorsement until General Election)
18TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
(Endorsed) Leo T. McCarthy (D) Incumbent
Thomas F. Gede (R)
-Mark Pickens (L)
5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
John Burton (D) Incumbent - Dennis McQuaid (R)
(No Endorsement until General Election)
6TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Philip Burton. (D)Incumbent
Bob Barnes (D)
Tibor Uskert (D)
Tom Spinosa (R)
Gordon A. Boyer (R)
Roy A. Childs (L)
(No Endorsement until General Election)

Incumbent Senator
Milton Marks

Incumbent
16th Assembly District
Art Agnos,
-

-

I--

Incumbent
18th Assembly District
Leo T. McCarthy,

mu
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NEW BEACHCOMBER MEVE
CLUB CARDS
SAFETY IN GOLDEN GATE PARK
AVAILABLE!
Looking forward to the Springtime and going to the
beach? Thinking about a reasonably-priced outing at
an amusement park? Well, now you can have both at
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk!
By presenting your Beachcomber Club card, now
available from the SFPOA Office, you'll receive a $1
discount off the regular $6.50 price for all-day,
unlimited-ride wristbands.
Special Beachcomber Club ticket books can also be
purchased for $4.25 by those planning a shorter stay.
These discobnt books, which are sold- only to
Beachcomber cardholders, contain $6 worth of ride.
tickets, plus bonus coupons good for discounts at
selected Boardwalk restaurants, shops and games.
With these bonus coupons, the book becomes a $10
value.
Featuring 20 major rides and 4 kiddie rides, the
Boardwalk really does have something for everyone. Its
Giant Dipper roller coaster, built in 1924, is currently
ranked among the world's top ten coaster rides. The
park's 1911 Merry-Go-Round, created by Danish
woodcarver Charles Looff, is a perennial - family
favorite.

Ei.i.11 -1 I L I

587-7770

Complete Auto Repairs

Domestic & 'Foreign
All Work Guaranteed

ALL OFFICERS & DEPT. MEMBERS WELCOME!
For Assistance See: 4818 Geary Boulevard
Pierre Etcheverry San
.
Francisco, CA 94118
' Phones: 387-4725, 387-4726
Under a program of constant modernization, the
Logger's Revenge flume ride was added in 1978 (replacing the Wild Mouse), and this year the Haunted Castle
was completely reconstructed with all-new animation,
lighting, sound and some unique special effects including the use of laser beams.
In addition, there are 20 games of skill including
milk bottle toss and skee roll, and more than 300 electronic games distributed among three arcades. Specialty shops abound at the Boardwalk offering everything
from saif-water taffy, stuffed animals and hand-carved
candles, to name-brand shirts, swimsuits and sandals.
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk is located in Santa
Cruz, 75 miles south of San Francisco, and is open daily during the summer (May 23 through September 7),
a.-.., Vii
-,.. a-I-...
..,-,,-1.-...A., ..11 .... '..-......A
anu vpuaI.o
LOIC WG1'.iiUO dii year IOUIIU.
Plan on visiting the Boardwalk soon! Enjoy the surf, sun and all of the exciting rides for one low price! To
obtain your Beachcomer Club card contact the SFPOA
Office, Monday through Friday, 9 to 4 p.m. -

Lo

1617TaravaI
357 Kearny
956-6072
731-0660
11 Lakeshore Plaza
566-4025

CROWLEY. MOVING & STORAGE Lic. & Ins.
-.
CLOSET OR FULL HOUSE
Offices & Stores

Automatic Home Laundry Service
Sales & Services
Maytag . . Whirlpool . . General Electric
Kitchen Aid Dishwashers
ALL APPLIANCES AT A DISCOUNT!
45 Dore Street
San Francisco

982-0634
864-7333
-a--A

GUY FRANCOZ

Bail Bonds

24 hour service - Ask for Hector or Jim

-

-

......... ...........................Same
Rate Anytim..
Sonitrol of. San
- (415)552-9700
Francisco Ltd.
351 Eighth Street, San Francisco, California 94103

• Bait Bonds
626-7290
• Federal Bonds
• Immigration Bonds 855 Bryant • S.F.
• Nation Wide Service

Eric Strom
731-5813
255 West Portal Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127

Complete Locksmithing Service

24 Hrs. Service -. free Est.
.922-4596 if no answer 922-5244

-

Renie 's Wines
and Spirits

EAGLE SECURITY SERVICE

-

ALBERT RAM IREZ

PREVENTION

. Its Legal Now
- Pocket Size
The City of San Fran- and are occurring with no
Use It Aga,nst
WANTON
Attackers. Muggers.
- cisco is fortunate to have specific pattern ,A promiand Other Criminals
T1'
A
CKS
A
Range:Up
to 10 Feet
• one of the largest and most nent factor in all of the
We Will Train and
Certify
Certity
You
To Legally
C
AN
beautiful parks in the cases is that the victim was
Buy and Carry Teai
Gas in the Stale 01
United States located either walking alone or
E ND
California
within its boundaries, jogging alone prior to the
Thousands of people come attack. The police departCLASSES EVERY into Golden Gate Park ment is making very effort
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
everyday to enjoy a wide to reduce the incidents of
range of activities in a uni- - rape but it cannot ac6 P at5lO- 7th ST.
que atmosphere.
complish the task without
POLICE ASSN. BUILDING
However, . in Golden the concern and awareness
$35 INCLUDES TEAR GAS
who use the
Gate Park as in any other Of citizens
public area incidents of
Ther are several prevenDepartment of Justice Certified
crime do occur. Due to the
ve methods that can
fi
geographic layout of . the
2. -Do not use isolated occur anywhere at any
park, one specific type of used to lessen a potential
crime should be of concern victim's chances of falling paths or roadways.
- time. Be aware.
to everyone, who uses the prey to a rapist. The Crime
3. Be alert at all times to Hand held tear gas canfacilities. That crime, is Prevention Division of the other people that are near- nisters (mace) are also
police department and the . by. If they seem suspicious legal for citizens to carry
rape.
Park and Recreation avoid them.
only if they become cerThe Crime Analysis Department suggest that tified and obtain a permit.
Unit of the 'San Francisco anyone using the park 4. Beware of people who Everyone can enjoy the
Police Department has should take the following approach asking direc- beauty and splendor of
recently completed . a precautionary measures: . tions. Keep a polite but Golden Gate Park and feel
survey on the incidents of - 1. If you are walking or safe distance.
secure in the surroundings if
rape in the park. The jogging always use the
S. Never hitchhike or ac- these, common sense
survey shows that during a buddy system and have so- cept rides from strangers. techniques are practiced.
2-year period forcible meone accompany you.
- Golden Gate Park is
rapes have averaged ap- Don't jog alone, especially
6. Don't think it can't basically safe, if you use
proximately 4 per month at night.
happen to you! Crimes can your head.

MELROSE MOTORS

I

R A P E.
ROBBERY

PLAN

LEATHER

SPECIALIZING IN CONTINENTAL CUISINE
'
Telephone
215 West Portal Ave. '
(415) 566-5700
.an Francisco. Ca, 94127

FOR-EVER
1738 Polk Street, San Francisco 94109
(415) 885-5 773
3989 17th Street, San Francisc-o 94114
(415)626-8041

I-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING -
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AFTER THE ARREST

April 15, 1980

•

Open with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Roll Call: Nineteen (19) present, one (1) absent
(Hammell); and one (1) excused (Minkel).
SPECIAL ORDER: Guest Speaker Bill Hoenig from
the No on "9" Committee.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT: President Barry reported
on a meeting of the Executive Board and Mayor Feinstein. Key points:
1. Support for the Mayor's tax increase.
Promotions and Consent Decree to be back on
timetable by June.
M/Casicato S/Patterson to support the Mayor's
Revenue package of $53 million on the June ballot. Pasedl5 yes and 4no.
Amendment Rapagnani S/Wright to the Memorandum of Understanding be presented to the Mayor priorto supporting the Mayor's Revenue package.
Motion to table Amendment Gannon 5/Geary. Passed ll yes and 8no.
Motion to table Revenue package•. Failed 13 no and 6
yes.
VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Vice President
Chignell gave a report on his work on the Memorandum of Understanding and endorsements and Bill
Wright's death problems.
SECRETARY'S REPORT: Minutes printed in the
April issue of POLICEMAN, M/Ballentine S/Schmidt,
to accept. Passed by voice vote.
- TREASURER'S REPORT: Brother Patterson submitted a written report. M/to approve Ballentine
S/Schmidt. Passed by voice vote.
Brother Geary and Brother Huegle left meeting prior
to old business.
OLD BUSINESS: Discussion on the Memorandum
of Understanding (lengthy) starting at 6:45 p.m. and
ended at 8:05 p.m.
Brother Gannon left at 7:45 p.m.
M/Chignell S/Amiot to accept Memorandum of
Understanding as written by the Board at this meeting.
- - Passed, 16- yes and Ono. - M/Toorney S/Wright that the document go to the
M ayor one (1) week after being presented to the Chief.
- Passed l2 yes and 4no.

--

-

- • CarStereo -

The defendant is arraigned on the charges iii one of
the Municipal Courts that is he is advised of the
charges against him and the case is continued for the
defendant to obtain counsel. At the arraignment the
court releases the defendant on his own recognizance
(O.R.) with his promise to return. You do not appear at
the arraignment.

-

• Computers • CB Repairs
- • Installation
2254 Taraval St.
San Francisco, CA 94116
665-8330
588 San Mateo Ave.
San Bruno, CA 94066

3639TaravaiSt.
San Francisco, CA 94116

SKIP
661-0870

• WESUPPORTTHESFPOA! -

the 6th avenue cheese shop
311 6TH AvENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(BETWEEN GEARY a CLEMENT)

-CHEESE, PATE, QUICHE, BAGUETTES
PICNIC BASKETS & LUNCHES
WE SHIP UPS
(415)387-4192

ALL OFFICERS WELCOME!
vii

HI

A NICE DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT
Chestnut
Francisco, CA

OPEN 10-6 . SUNDAYS 12-4

Belmont Florist
Since 1905

Pete Papapietro

Flowers by Wire

444 Mission St.
San Francisco 94105

532 COLUMBUS AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO 94133
TELEPHONE: 781-7010

Big Discount on
ALL Merchandise

Richard Cocchi

WINE AND SPIRITS

VIP

FURNITURE - APPLIANCES CARPETS DRAPERIES

I

A REALL V FINE ES TA BLISHMENT

Fillmore at Washington
San Francisco, CA 94115
567-2140

HARRY YOUNG & CO.

-118,

Endorsements of June Candidates: M/Chignell
S/Patterson to endorse Art Agnos for the 16th
by William L. Fazio
Assembly District. Passed by voice vote. M/Chignell
Assistant
District Attorney
S/Simms to not endorse in the 17th Assembly District
until the November election. M/Chignell S/Patterson
to endorse Leo McCarthy. Passed by voice vote; While on patrol you notice a vehicle roll through an
M/Wright S/Patterson to endorse State Senator Milton arterial stop. You decide to stop the vehicle and inMarks for re-election. Passed. M/Chignell struct the driver on the proper stopping procedures.
S/Rapagnani to not endorse in the 5th Congressional After approaching the vehicle you routinely ask the
District. Passed by voice vote. M/Chignell S/Wright to driver for identification; he has none.
iiot endorse in the 6th Congressional District.
M/Chignell S/Bell to endorse Arata for the Municipal • At this time you also notice what appears to be the
Court.M/Wright S/Simms to endorse Mallen for barrel of a revolver protruding from beneath the
Superior Court. Passed 14 yes and 1 no. M/Patterson driver's seat. You immediately order the driver out and
S/Simms to vote No on State Proposition "9". detain him pending investigation of the weapon. It is in
M/Chignell S/Dempsey to endorse ma Gyemant for fact a loaded .38 caliber revolver. The driver is now
placed under arrest for violation of Penal Code Section
the Municipal Court.
NEW BUSINESS: Presentation of Facilities Use 12031. He is not cited because he has no identification.
Contract between Tear Gas School and the P.O.A. The suspect is transported to the district station for
booking, he cannot. make bail and is subsequently
M/ Wright S/Simms to accept. Passed by voice vote,
M/ Wright S/Patterson to have the building painted brought to the Hall of Justice, County Jail.
for approximately $2,000 to come from the Building
Maintenance Fund and that the painting contractor be - While the arrest is over, the case is just beginning. The
next morning an assistant district attorney handling the
a union member. Passed by voice vote,
M/Wright S/Simms to authorize a $50 bonus to of- misdemeanor calendar will review the police report that
fice secretary Chris Hansen upon her leaving our ser- you prepared on the above case. He or she will likewise
review twenty to forty police reports involving misdevices on May 31st. Passed by voice vote;
M/ Wright S/Simms to appropriate $450 for food to meanor arrests and/or reports of citations issued. He or,
be served at the Police Week Picnic. Passed by voice she will make a determination to file a criminal cornplaint or not. The deputy will have the defendant's rap
vote.
M/Chignell S/Wright to purchase four (4) tickets for sheet, if any, to assist in determining whether a cornCaptain Ray White's retirement dinner. Passed 13 yes 7 plaint should be filed. If there is any additional in
formation pertinent to the case, you should contact the
- Captain White is a former President of the P.O.A. District Attorney's Office and speak to one of the depuAmendment four (4)' tickets. M/Wright S/Bell 11 yes ty district attorneys handling the misdemeanor arraignments the morning after the arrest.
and 3 no.
M/Casciato S/Rapagnani to purchase four (4)
- The deputy district attorney has reviewed your report
tickets to Chief Murphy's dinner on May 16th at the and you called to report to the deputy that the defenIrish Cultural. 13 yes and 1 no (Patterson).
dant voluntarily stated that the gun slid out from
Meeting adjourned at 9:00 p.m.
underneath the seat when he stopped. Based on the
Submitted,
Croce A. Casciato report and your call the deputy files a complaint alleg.
•
Secretary ing a violation of Penal Code Sections 12031 and 12025.
-

SUNSET ELECTRONICS
-- .CB Radios

May 1980 -

Liquors
Discount Prices

392-5241
392-6454

- :- -

-

Two weeks later the defendant is again in court with
his attorney. The matter is set for a pre-trial conference
two weeks ahead and a trial date is set one week from
the pre-trial date. You do not appear at this pro- ceeding. Counsel for the defendant asks the court to set
a date one week ahead for a motion to suppress the
evidence. You will be required to appear at this proceeding. The defendant is given discovery, that is, all
information the deputy district attorney has on the case
is turned over to the defense. At the motion to suppress, the defendant, through his attorney will attempt
to convince the judge that the .38 caliber revolver was
illegally seized by you and hence inadmissible in any
criminal proceeding. You will have been subpoenaed by a deputy district attorney. At the hearing you will testify
that the gun was in plain view when you lawfully stopped the driver for rolling through the stop sign. You
will be cross-examined by the defense attorney and
after hearing the testimony the judge should deny the
defendant's motion to suppress.
At the pre-trial conference the deputy district attorney will offer the defendant a disposition in return
for a guilty plea. Since pre-trial negotiations take place
in chambers and do not involve taking testimony, your
appearance is not necessary. The defendant declines
the offer and decides to go to trial.
- You will have received a subpoena from our office indicating the trial date. - Please be in the office at the time
indicated so the deputy district attorney assigned the '
case can review the facts with you. At time of trial you
will be appearing before a judge and jury. Since your
credibility is often in issue, it - is desirable that you
review your police report prior to testifying and dress in
suitable attire.
- If all goes well at the trial your arrest of several weeks
earlier will result in a conviction of the offense for which
the defendant was initially arrested on and for the additional charge added by the deputy district attorney. Except for appellate rights the case is now over. Next
month we will examine what happens after a felony axrest.

Ko
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PROGRAM IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
Editor
The
Dear Gale:

-

DEGREE OFFERED

Master of Public Administration
Recently my attention hasbeen called to the fact that
San Francisco State University is now offering a pro- CORE CURRICULUM
gram in Public Administration leading to a Master's
Administrations & Policy
Degree. The part of the new program which merits atPublic Sector Research
tention is that the courses are being given nights and
weekends.
Applied Economic Analysis
Three areas of course concentration which would be
Policy Formation & Implementation
of particular interest and relevance to police departOrganizational Behavior & Development
ment members are, "Personnel," "Employment Policy
Public Sector Budgeting
and Administration.", and "Urban Polic y and Plsinning." Additionally, special programs may be created to
fit an individual's needs.
SPECIALIZATIONS
I can personally recommend the Master's Program in
Urban
Urban Policy Administration at San Francisco State Courses and program options available, in many fields, inand I am sendingeluding:
the attached information on the
---------I UU1I9 iUI1iILII01L1 4UOU LU you ior your examination in
the hope you will see fit to pass the news along to your
Employment Program Administration
readers.
Fraternally,
Social Welfare Adminsitration
Richard H. Trueb
Urban Policy & Planning
Officer in Charge
Housing
Legal Office
Finance
More information at POA offices, but no phone
Personnel
calls. Come in and read the additional course
material outline. ED
Environmental Planning

Evening and Weekend classes to accomodate working people

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
Applicants should have- a 'Bachelor's degree with a grade
point average of 3.0 or better in the last' 60 units of academic
work. However, experience, maturity and motivation are also
relevant in the selection process.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
WRITE OR CALL

Program in Public Administration, HLL 269
School of Behavioral and Social Sciences
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, -CA 94132
(415) 469-2055

Special Offer To.

Stevenson& Son

FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATIO

OFFICE FURNITURE

FLEET DISCOUNTS ON
NEW CARS & TRUCKS

BA Y-WIDE COVERAGE SINCE 1925

ANY-MAKE OR MODEL!
400 NEW CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK
CHEV, HONDA, BUICK, DATSUN, FORD, BMW, DODGE, MAZDA, OLDS, V.W., TOYOTA, PONTIAC, PORSCHE, CADILLAC,
JAGUAR, LINCOLN, MERCEDES BENZ, CHRYSLERS, FIAT,
ALL MAKES OF TRUCKS
A LARGE SELECTION OF USED CARS IN STOCK

NEW&USED
BOUGHT&SOLD

Although it is not unusual for large employee groups such as ours to capitalize on 'group discounts', this particular arrangement has beet, negotiated on your behalf to bring together our new and used car purchaser with A-Cal Leave/Sales of Burlingame (trade-in welcome). Now you can acquire the best offer available, and with thevariety of dealerships, makes and
models on the market, you should receive the highest degree of professionalism and advice. For this reason, A'Cal Lease/Sales
has been allowed to present their offer to you at this location.

362.7896

Carl Wilson
Lease/Sales Manager

Dean Brenner
Vice President
Leasing & Investments.

//KiXk

Hrs: 8-5 Mon. to Fri.
10-3 Saturdays

A
LlEASEMALIM

601 Mission St. • San Francisco

100 CALIFORNIA Stout • BURLINSAME • CA 94010 • (415) 340-2991

B.F GOO)RICH: PIRELLI: MICHELIN:
BRIDGESTONE: GOODYEAR
m4

PRICE • SELECTION • QUALITY • SERVICE
Just four reasons why you should check Tires Plus at 11th and Mission in San Francisco
BEFORE you buy tires. Let's talk about prkè. At Tires Plus it's Simple. If you buy from
Tires Plus and learn that you could have bought the same merchandise for less - we'll
refund the difference. What about SELECTION: At Tires Plus you can choose from inventories of MICHELIN, PIRELLIS, BRIDGESTONE,.GOODYEAR, GOODRICH, POS A TRACTION, and KELLYS. Thousands of first line tires and wheels in stock. Tires Plus sells
first quality merchandise. No seconds or blems. No gimmicks, jingles, or run around,
just the best deals in town. At Tires Plus SERVICE means that we average fifteen
minutes to install and balance four tires. We won't waste your time or money taking all
day to install your tires. Tires Plus, llthand Mission Streets, San Francisco. A different
kind of tire store.

PERFORMANCE FOR WHATEVER MOVES YOU!,
S.F.P.DD D!SCOUNTSAVAILABLE'
=1

-

. Vic__

552-0554 .

- tires plus.

HICAff-

11th & mision striets sn francisco, 55—fJ554

1850 Market Street
San Francisco, Ca.
621-6627

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOME FURNISHINGS,
TV's AND APPLIANCES TO CITY EMPLOYEES
WESUPPORTSAN FRANCI$CO POLICE OFFICERS'AS$OCIA TIO!V
DO NOT BUY ANY HOME FURNISHINGS UNTIL YOU SEE RAY OR JIM
SAVE 25% TO 60% ON MERCHANDISE IN STOCK,
AND ON SPECIAL ORDER
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
SYLVANIA 21' s SOLID STATE COLOR TV WITH ELECTRONIC
TUNING RETAIL $589.00 SALE PRICE $450.00
-

LITTON MICROWAVE OVENS
MODEL #1550 RETAIL $599.00 SALE PRICE $460.00
MODEL #1560-RETAIL $649.00 SALE PRICE $490.00
MODEL #1570 RETAIL $679.00 SALE PRICE $515.00
SPECIAL PRICE
ALL MERCHANDISE WHILE IT LASTS!!!

SAN FRANCISCO POLICEMAN -

SAN FRANCISCO
Fellowship Of
Christian -

PERSONAL
PROFESSIONA L

Our society, sometimes referred to as a society of
laws, has increasingly become a society of compromise.
Absolute values are rarely referred to without qualification. The playboy philosophy of situationalism, which
followed closely on the heels of the so-called new
morality, produced in many a level of thinking became
more relativistic, more individualistic, and somehow
more uninspiring because whatever standards existed
were brought down in order to lift the new banner of
unconditional compromise. "Do your own thing" mentálity often replaced the concept of responsibility to a
larger group. The concept of so-called victimless crime
emerged as many began thinking that there were many
acts which should not be called crimes if they somehow
involve a consentual element.
This backdrop produced for us in law enforcement a
tremendous challenge. The challenge has been external
to a large degree, but the truly significant challenge has
been internal. Our ranks have not been filled somehow
with beings from an alien mentality. Our colleagues in
law enforcement today reflect society's mirror,
physically, intellectually and morally. Jack Webb has
been quoted to say: "We have to recruit from the
human race.' Today's recruit is not better nor any
Worse than. his contemporary who simply chose another
line of work. And the social institutions in many cases
failed miserably in equipping him with a set of values.
lndiana State Senator Gene Snowden is quoted to
say: "More than half a generation of our youth have
been virtually incapacitated to make moral decisions."
Rights have often overshadowed, if not replaced, acfive concepts of responsbiity: In law enforcement we
often find ourselves in the same dilemma. But it is more
entical with us because the dilemma is within We too
often resort to the negativity of laws rather than the
positivity of standards
The "Law Enforcement Code. of Ethics" has certainly
been quoted less lately than the Police Officers Bill of
Rights. Not that our own members shouldn't be treated
with dignity and fairness It is simply that whatever em
.phasis we once placed on responsibility has suffered
considerable setback in the face of rights. The balance
has been tipped. We need, in my view, a standard for
personal and professional conduct which inspires us to
a higher ideal, a more noble purpose.
On The Christianity.
Professionalism
Connection...
Asa Christian I have often been impressed with the
connection between Christian values and solid professional standards. In my view, the connection is no coincidence. For me, it is the merger of time-tested Christian values and sound professional values which greatly
enhances not only the quality of my work but the enjoyment and fulfillment I receive from my work.
Here is a short collection of values which best illustrate this Christianity/prof esionalism connection:
SERVICE ORIENTATION
Professional Standard - "As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind .
(Law Enforcement Code of Ethics)
Christian Standard - "For rulers (law enforcement
officers) are not cause of fear for good behavior but for
evil. Do you want to have no fear of authority? Do what
is good and you will have praise from the same; for it is
a minister of God to you for good" (The Bible, Romans
13.3 and 4)
In this Bible comment, we in law enforcement are
referred to as ministers. This may draw a smile from a
beat cop who doesn't quite view himself as a clergyman.
The same in fact can be said of a clergyman who finds it
hard to consider himself an enforcer. The fact is that
when both are motivated out of proper desires to serve,
they share many things in common because the word
minister in essence means service.
Service as a standard replaces the notion of self. It
replaces "do your own thing" with the concept of
others: "Let nothing be done through strife or vain
glory, but in lowliness of mind, let each esteem the
other better than themselves. Look not every man on
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his own things, but every man on the things of others."
(The Bible, Phillipians 2:3 and 4).
In sum, the standards of SERVICE, EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY and SELF-CONTROL are
the ones which somehow offset the results of our current societal mold. The Christian position deepens the
commitment to the standards because in many ways the
Christian has more at stake.
On Being Called A Bible
Thumper....

of his assigned duty. Anything less violates the trust
placed in him by the people, and nothing less qualifies
as professional conduct." (Manual of the Los Angeles
Police Department, 1/200, Personal Conduct)
Christian Standard - "Servants, obey in all things
your masters according to the flesh; not with eyeservice
as menpleâsers; but in singleness of heart, fearing God-,
and whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the Lord and
not unto men; knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive
the reward of the inheritance, for ye serve the Lord
Christ." (The Bible, Colosians 3:22-24)

The concept of attention to duty applies to the proAlthough I will readily plead guilty to reading and fessional law enforcement officer because he in fact is
studying the Bible, I have to insist that I don't make a serving a high authority, the system of laws. This conhabit of thumping it. Thumping wears out the cover cept doubly applies to the Christian law enforcement
and I would rather wear out the pages by a quiet and officer because in addition to the society of laws, he
personal study. But since I have quoted from the Bible serves the God who created the society. In a sense, he
in-this article, I am compelled to present a viewoint on views his service to his boss as a channel for serving
its worth.
God. This minimizes his selfish interests or the
I have sometimes been asked, "Do you really accept sometimes uncomfortable effects of serving an
the Bible literally?" The tenor of the question presup- unreasonable boss.
poses that if I do, someone has undoubtedly been
tampering with my pilot light and in fact may have PERSONAL INTEGRITY
blown it out. Here is my response. I believe that the BiProfessional Standard - "I will keep my private life
ble is the source of eternal truth. Its descriptive com- unsullied as an example to all. . . I recognize the badge
ponents of endurance and truthfulness were the of my office as a symbol of public trust to be held so
primary factors which drew me to it. Since it represents long as I am true to the ethics of the police service.
God's voice, through a variety of inspired writers, it is (Law Enforcement Code of Ethics)
truth. Since it has persisted throughout the centuries, it
Christian Standard - "Be not conformed to this
represents endurance. To use a Biblical description: world; but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
"Thy word is true from the beginning, and everyone of mind that ye may prove what is that good, and accepthy righteous judgments endureth forever." (Psalms table, and perfect will of God." , (The Bible, Romans
119:60) But as compelling as these are, they are still 12:1)
descriptors. The validation, in my view, comes from the
Personal integrity is critical to a police officer
unique application of its time-tested statements to my
because of this need for credibility with the public
twentieth century life.
All Christians from all walks of life are certainly not especially in an age of decreasing public confidence in
perfect models of all Biblical standards. I for one must government. The public needs to know that at least its
admit that although the standards remain unchanged, police officers are holdouts for personal character.
my-conduct doesn't always match up. I want it to, so Character is the result of integrity because integrity
.
. ..
the motivation is there. But I find that my motivation hangs on a framework of absolutes.
To
a
Christian
this
becomes
even
more
important
exceeds my own personal ability to deliver. This is
because he views his relationship to the rest of the world
where my faith becomes critically important.
as ambassadorial - "We are ambassadors for Christ." On Being Or Not Being A
(The Bible, II Corinthians 5:20). The ambassadorial
metaphor
calls up a wide range of attributes, all of
Christian.
them hanging on credibility. It does no good for a
If there is one word which has been damaged by
Christian to hold forth what he believes to be the solumisinterpretation more than the word "professional" it
tion to the major problems facing mankind when his
is the word "Christian." This is because some who call
life presents no attraction or credibility. The narcotic
themselves Christians, in fact, aren't. It is also because
expert is believed in court because the court takes
some who think they know what a Christian is don't.
judicial notice that his qualifications match his experWell then, you ask, "Who is, and how can you say sotise. Otherwise he is not believable. Put in the words of
meone isn't?" The key to the answer is not in what I
an advertisement for a commercial airline: "The way
say, but rather in what the Bible standard is. The Bible
people feel about American Airlines depends on the
is in fact quite clear on the subject. Man, it says, was
way they feel about me.'-' - Victoria Getz, Flight Atcreated a pure and noble being in perfect communicatendant. Preservation of public confidence in the protion with God but with his own freedom of choice.
fessional officer and in the Christian demands credibiliWhen man performed his first misdeed, he flipped the
ty and credibility hangs on personal integrity.
communication switch off. Since God has an incredible
love for his created beings, he wanted to reverse the SELF-CONTROL
switch so he Opened diplomatic relations with this world
Professional Standards - "An officer must develop
by sending his ambassador Christ with a purpose. His
a fair, impartial, and reasonable attribute and perform
purpose was to reclaim created man to God by taking
the world's punishment that God's justice demands. his task in a businesslike manner. His statements must
be the result of considered judgment and be absent of
His death and resurrection brought freedom and hope
personal opinion, bias, or editorial comment."
to a world in prison.
My focus was irreversibly drawn to these heavy truths (Manual of the Los Angeles Police Department, 1/237,
when I examined the claims in their relationship to my Officer Contacts With The Public)
Christian Standards - 'He that is slow to anger is
life. The printed words in the Gospel of John produced
better than the mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit,
the unerring standard for being a Christian: "But as
than he that taketh a city." (The Bible, Proverbs 16:32)
many as received him (Christ) to them he gave the right
to become children of God (Christians), even to those
who believe in his name." In a personal simple prayer, I
confessed my inadequacies, I accepted God's
forgiveness and I received Christ as my supreme commander. This is when I became a Christian.
The result of his commitment is that, I have God's
guidance in making decisions. I also have strength
beyond my own to stretch toward personal professional
ethics.
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
Professional Standard - "As most police work is
necessarily performed without close supervision, the
responsibility for the proper performance of an officer's
duty lies primarily with the officer himself. An officer
carries with him a responsibility for the safety of the
community and his fellow officers. He discharges that
responsibility by the faithful and diligent performance

With the "do your own thing" mentality creeping into our laws and courts, lawbreakersare freer today than

ever before to insult police officers and demean them
with a wide range of conduct available to their imagination. And yet, the professional street cop is called upon
to exercise cool self-control. No less is the case with
leaders in law enforcement who are presented with
anger-producing dilemmas from within and without
their departments. And yet, they must respond as calm,
professional and self-assured. The professional standard demands it. There is much to be said about the
overwhelming authority of poise in the face of chaos on
the street as in city council debate.
The Christian recognizes his professional call to selfcontrol but adds on a personal call to self-control. He
knows that if he comes unglued he has tarnished the
badge of his faith.
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BASEBALL

SOCCER

April 13, 1980 marked the opening day for Pee Wee
Baseball for youths between the ages of 7 through 10.
A total of 24 teams are competing representing over 400
players. Mrs. Thelma Williams, Pee Wee Baseball
Director, states that the league went off to a great start.
Teams played at Larsen, Junipero Serra, Glen Park,
Douglass, Grattan, Rossi and George Móscone Parks.
Mrs. Williams, in her twenty-first season as a baseball
coach and Director, stated that at the conclusion of the
spring league in July, they will immediately begin the
summer league.
She further stated that anyone, including off-duty
police officers who could spare some time for these
youngsters, to please call PAL Headquarters (567-3215)
and help volunteer a few weekends for the kids.

PAL Soccer Commissioner Officer Gabe Harp of
Mission Station reports a total of 1,166 players
representing 72 teams in six divisions are under intense
competition this year. Coach John Conefrey's Irish
Club in the under 16 division, recently defeated a tough
and stubborn Mexico United team by a score of 1-0.
Their record now stands at 4 wins with no ties or losses,
and seem to be on their way to the finals.

q pal

Also present at the brief ceremonies were Officers
Geoffrey Levin and Laura Carroll of Mission Station
who are the Co-Commissioners of the Law Enforcement
Cadet Program and Cadet Sergeants John Schembari
and Sherry Backus.
Congratulations to Cadet Tim Oberzeir. According
to Officer Levin, Cadet Oberzeir assisted in the apprehension of a burglary suspect. The suspect turned
out to have three felony warrants on file. Officer Levin
has placed Cadet Oberzeir's name for an outstanding
citizens award. Applications are being taken by PAL
Headquarters for interested students in the
Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes for the Fall Law
Enforcement Cadet Classes beginning in September
1980.
TRACK & FIELD
Junior Olympic Track and Field Trials: The San
Francisco Police Activities League has been sanctioned
by the A.A.U. to host the 15th Annual PAL Jr. Olympics Track and Field Trials on Saturday, June 21 and
Sunday, June 22, 1980 here in San Francisco.

In the PAL Intermediate Baseball League which
opens on Saturday May 17, 1980 at the Paul Goode
Field in the Presidio and Balboa Park Sweeney Field at
1la. in., twelve teams representing 195 players in the 13
and 14 year old category are competing for the Championship. Meyers Safety Switch coached by Al Mack,
and the Hilltoppers coached by Bert Aceret, are again
strong contenders. The winning team will be invited to
participate in the Cal Pal Tournament to be held this
year in Benicia, California in July.
JUDO
Signups for Judo continue to be the first Saturday of
each month. All interested youths 7 through 18 years of
age report to the Police Academy located at 2055 Silver
Avenue at 10:00 a.m.

Other division leaders are: The Club Inter Constellation '79 coached by Len Coard LaBarrie, remain
undefeated in the under 19 West Division, and in first
place. In the under 19 East Division, the Ocwirks are
Leading with a record of 2 wins, 1 tie, and no losses. In
the Under 14's, Guadalajara remains on top with a 3-01 record. Andres Dominguez, Phil Lyons, Tom Brown,
and Alberto Cruz each scored a goal in the game
'against the Clippers. In the Under 12 East, the Panthers,, coached by Constantine Rodatos, remains on top
with a 4-0-0 record. In the Under 12 West, the Olympians remain undefeated. In the Under 10 West, the
Celtics remain on top after)winning all four games
played with no losses or ties.
Bobby Pitruzzello scored both goals for the Rovers on
assists from Tank Kary and Billy Rusher. Guadalajara
coach Jose Coronado praised the efforts of his entire
back line which includes Mike Furiani, Julio Marino,
Alberto Cruz, and George Ponce.
In the under 8's (11 a side) Division, the Shannon
Rovers continue to dominate with a perfect 4-0-0
record. Coach Con Keighran also coaches the Under 10
Shannon Rovers as well as a PAL PeeWee Baseball
team and a PAL Bantam Baseball Team. Keep it up,
Coach. You're doing great.
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Certificates of Graduation from the PAL Law Enforcément Division Cadet Program were conferred
upon five Senior Class Graduates by Chief Cornelius P.
Murphy in his office on Monday, May 12, 1980.
Graduating were Cadet Lieutenant Charles Spurner,
and Cadets John Cruz, Mavis Holloman, Mark
Franklin and John Sanford.

THE SKIP-A-LOU
45' SPOAT FISHERMAN
HUNTER SAFETY
Hunter Safety class signups are being taken by PAL.
Simply call PAL Headquarters (567-3215). The next
session begins Monday, June 2, 1980 at 7 p.m. After attending a total of four nights (June 3, 9, and 10), a certificate of completion will be issued by Officer Bill Leet,
Commissioner of Hunter Safety.

BERTH 54
FISHERMAN'S WHARF

673-9815
221-1261

SUPPORTING THE SFPD FISHING
PROGRAM FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED KIDS

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
TO SFPOA MEMBERS

Because of the expected large turnout of participants,
the boys will compete on . Saturday and the girls on Sunday. The age divisions run from 8 through 18 years-of
age. Official application forms will be forwarded to
every school in San Francisco, both public and private,
with full details.
Additional forms may be picked up at PAL Headquarters. Winners of these track and field trials will
compete in a regional meet in July and qualify for the
National Junior Olympics Championship Meet in
August in Santa Clara. For additional-information, call
PAL Headquarters (567-3215).
GAL SOFTBALL
PAL GAL Softball signups are being taken. The
league will begin on June 14, 1980. All interested
coaches, teams and individuals are asked to contact
PAL Headquarters (567-3215) for signups. The age
bracket is between 12 through 14 years old. Deadline
for entries is Friday, May 30, 1980. Anyone wishing to
coach a PAL GAL Softball team please contact PAL
Headquarters. We're especially looking for off-duty
policewomen as coaches. How about helping some of
our kids?
BOXING
Boxing Director 'Jimi Sosa has done a. great job in
fielding a team of PAL Boxers to represent the Police
Activities League in the recently concluded Golden
Gloves Tournament sponsored by the San Francisco
Examiner.
Three of our boxers won championships in their
respective classes. They are: Geoffrey Tate, 147 lb.
Novice; Edward Hatter, 156 lb. Novice; and Jose Mendosa,- 165 lb. Novice. This achievement was particularly
noteworthy because Coach Sosa entered boxers who
had never competed before.
The boxing ring and facilities located in the basement of the National Guard Armory on 14th and Mission Streets, are currently being relocated to the main
floor of the Armory because for the past month the
basement has been flooded.
The PAL is currently looking for an off-duty officer
to head the Jr. Olympics Boxing Team. All interested
officers please contaát Inspector Herb Lee at PAL
Headquarters (56713215). Signups are being taken for
beginners interested in boxing to begin in June.
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Chief of Police Cornelius Murphy, PAL Girl of the Year - Pauline Thompson, Mayor
Dianne Feinstein, and PAL Boy of the Year - Albert Mack. Children in the
background are members of Pauline Thomspon 's class from Lakeshore Middle
School. (Photos by Frank Mosher)
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Members of the PAL Boxing Team are shown holding trophies presented to them by
Chief Murphy for distinguishing themselves in the recently concluded Golden Gloves
Tournament. Of six boxers entered, the Police Activities League Boxing Team won
three Champsionships. The Champs: (lower row from right to left) shown holding
their trophies are: Jose Mendosa, 165 lb. Novice Champ; Edward Hatter, 156 lb;
Novice Champ; and Geoffrey Tate, 1471b. Novice Champ. Their Coach, PAL Boxing
Director Jimi Sosa (fourth from right) smiles approvingly. Also pictured with Chief
Murphy is Eric Martin (top row third from left), the PAL Boxer of the Year, flanked
by Police Commissioners Jane McKaskle Murphy, Al Nelder, Commission President
Dr. David Sanchez, and Commissioner Burl Toler.

THE 1906 EARTHQUAKE & FIRE
AS MIRRORED
IN A MAIDEN'S PALE BLUE EYES

Eric Martin, the PAL Outstanding Senior Division Boxer of the Year, is snown accep ting his trophy from Dr. David Sanchez, President of the Police Commission. Commissioner Al Nelder is reading the impressive record of the young boxer while. Chief
Murphy looks on approvingly.

It was her eyes .1 noticed most, 'Pale Blue Eyes' sparkling
Like jewels on drops of purest dew. But, more important
Still was the message they conveyed. Much like rays of
Sun, playing upon a cool clear stream. Rushing into the
Embrace of that 'still' - almost 'motionless' lake. A message
Of life while still in the bud. Not quite ready for that
Placid state of 'Golden Gate Parks' Spreckles Lake.' Not
Yet ready to mirror the 'Portals of The Past' with their
Silent 'story! of fury spent, in that 'age long ago' when
The Earth was rent and all the Monuments of man's industry
And pride stood naked and bent in that early pre-dawn hour
When nature's slumbering passion suddenly did awake.
Oh! How ephemeral is Man's estate. Much like a fortress
Of 'Lincoln Logs' never knowing when nature's slumbering
Passion shall again send them 'trembling-crashing' to
The Earth in another volcanic like 'fury and quake'.
Yes, It was those 'maiden' eyes I noticed most, Pale Blue
Eyes - sparkling like jewels on drops of 'purest' dew.
- Thomas Warren Powers

MOST OVERLOOKED ITEM IN CAR CARE

"WE TAKE PRIDE" -. ,

CALIFORNIA
PLANT PROTECTION; INC.
Comprehensive
Industrial
Security and
Guard Services
Mr. Ronald Hunt, Area Manager, for California Plant Protection,.
formerly affliated with Menlo Park, Pinole and El Centro Police
Departments.
Ron has been in the law enforcement field for over 19 years and is
presently -responsible for conducting security surveys, system
analysis and field señiice quality control by maintaining close
liaison with our client's management and security department in
San Francisco, East Bay, Santa Rosa and Sacramento areas.

• 3019 Geary Blvd. San Francisco 668-7720
1345 B St., Hayward CA 881-0812
• 2733 Mendocino, Santa Rosa, CA 526-4343

The most commonly
neglected item in underthe-hood maintenance
found by CSAA inspections was nothing esoteric
but, rather, the most
familiar factor associated
with car care - engine oil.
Low or dirty engine 'oil,
found in nearly half the
vehicles, cant if left unattended, to, cause increased
internal engine wear,
engine overheating and
possibly damage that
would require costly
engine overhaul or even
replacement. The CSAA
recommends that engine
oil be checked at every fuel
stop and changed regularly
in accordance with procedures outlines in the
owner's manual.
Oil for most
cars with spin-off type oil
filters follow these steps:
First, you will need to buy
as manyquarts of oil as the
owner's manual specifies
as well as an oil filter for
your particular car. Also,
have on hand an oil-filter
wrench for your size filter,
an open-end wrench, a
drain pan and containers
in which to dispose of the
used oil.

After running the car's filter in by hand until
engine to warm it to nor- meeting resistance. Then,
m a 1 o p e r a t i ii g give it a three-quarter
temperature, park it on a turn. There is no need to
level surface, shut of the use the oil-filter wrench to
engine and set the brake, install the new oil filter.
If needed, jack the car up, Next, open the oil-filter
and always place jack cap on top of the engine,
stands under the car for and fill it to the capacity
safety. Place the pan under stated , in the owner's
the crankcase, and remove' manual with new oil. Run
the drain plug 'with the the engine for a minute,
wrench, being careful not then shut it off and check
to spill any hot oil onto for leakage around the
drain plug and filter. If
yourself.
Wipe the plug and the there is any, - wipe these
drain hole with a clean rag areas clean and tighten
after all the oil has drain- slightly. Run the engine
ed, and replace the plug. for another minute, shut it'
Remember to take this old off, and recheck for leaks.
oil to a SOAR outlet or any If seepage still occurs
other auto service facility around filter base or drain
or recycling center that ac- plug, it means either a
defective filter, filter
cepts it.
Now, move the pan gasket or drain plug. If
under the oil filter. Loosen there is no leakage, check
the filter with an oil-filter the oil dipstick to make
wrench, place a plastic bag sure crankcase is filled to over the filter, finish capacity. Do not overfill.
removing the filter by hand -The small , amount of
and dispose of it. Also, time and money you spend
throw away the old oil- checking your car's oil
filter gasket, then wipe the weekly and changing it
filter recess with a clean regularly will be an investment in longer car life as
cloth.
Apply clean engine oil well as time and money
lightly to the gasket of the saved through preventive
new oil filter, screw the maintenance.

wa
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THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE POST #456 OF THE AMERICAN LEGION IS SPONSORING
A 100 MILE ROW-A-THON FROM HUNTERS POINT SHIPYARD TO SACRAMENTO TO
KICK OFF THE AMERICAN LEGION STATE CONVENTION.

.05e per Mile or $5.00

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS MARK HURLEY AND BRIAN D'ARCY WILL ROW THE

.10C per Mile or $10.00

DISTANCE IN A 22 FOOT VIKING CLASS BOAT. THEIR ARRIVAL AT SACRAMENTO WILL
c .250 per Mile or $25.00

BE ON JUNE 25, 1980.
SUPPORT THE MANY AMERICAN LEGION PROGRAMS BY YOUR CONTRIBUTION
REMEMBER THOSE MEN WHO HAVE MADE SO MANY SACRIFICES IN THE TRUE
SPIRIT OF THE AMERICAN FIGHTING MAN - SUPPORT US IN THIS ROW - SO
WE CAN SUPPORT THEM!
Make your

TAX-DEDUCTIBLE

check to:

.50C per Mile or $50.00
$1.00 per Mile or $100.00
-

Other

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE POST 456
Room 127, Veterans' Bldg.
San Francisco, CA 9,4102

Pledges will be taken for each mile rowed, with the proceeds going towards helping
those Veterans who need our help, especially the VIETNAM VET.

"To Charlie or not to Charlie, that is the question" byFredH.Lau
"Number one son sputter like leaky radiator," "Ancient ancestor once say, worry like rocking chair. It give
you something to do, but get you no place."
Like it or not, the proposed script of an upcoming
movie - "Charlie Chan and the Curse of the Dragon
Queen," includes this type of dialogue.
The Chinese community is apparently up in arms
claiming that this film will be yet another portrayal of
"stereotypes, racism, and belittling of ChineseAmericans." Along with these complaints "representatives" of the Chinese-American community state,
"The amount (of money) being proposed by this movie
company for the merchants and extras is substantially
less than that paid to merchants and extras several
years ago during the filming of Sam Peckinpah's
"Killer Elite."
You might remember the controversy that surrounded the filming of "Killer Elite." Complaints were made
by Chinatown residents and merchants. The complaints ranged from, "The movie company not consuiting with the Chinatown Community regarding the
content or locations in Chinatown (James Caan portrayed a hired assassin being hunted by some of his
former co-workers. This "hunt" taking Caan and his

assignment into the streets of Chinatown, to the Community stating, "The movie people blocked loading
zones, entrances to buildings and residences, and
reserved far too many parking spaces, most of which
were never used."
The Community at that time took their complaints
directly to the media and Mayor, the late George
Moscone. Mayor Moscone investigated and subsequently agreed with the Chinatown Community leaving an unwritten policy. "No film companies could go
into Chinatown without first consulting with the Community."
.
There appears to be several issues here. Will the normal course of business and living in the Chinatown area
be interrupted by this movie company? Will there be
derogatory portrayals of Chinese or other Asians? Does
Chinatown or any other Community have the right to
prevent movie companies from filming in their areas?
Amos and Andy have been laid to rest. Ste'n Fetchit
is long gone. What can Asian-Americans look back..at?
Hop Sing, Hey Boy, kamikaze pilots, houseboys, laun-

l400 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco 94109
Tel. (415) 928-1700

DATSUN
DATSUN - DRIVEN TO
PERFECTION!

van ness

ATTENTION: ALL SFPOA MEMBERS
FOR THAT EXTRA BIT - OF ATTENTION AND RECOGNITION YOU
DESERVE - COME TO THE NEW VAN NESS DATSUN.
WITH MANY MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM AND THE FINEST
SELECTION AVAILABLE, WE HAVE JUST THE RIGHT VEHICLE
FOR YOU.
COMMUTING FROM OUT OF TOWN? IT'S HARD TO BEAT DATSUN'S HIGH GAS MILEAGE AND EASE OF MAINTENANCE.
FOR THE FINEST SERVICE, THE GREATEST SELECTION,
COME TO THE NEW VAN NESS DATSUN!
'I

THE BAY AREA'S FINEST DATSUN DEALER, SERVING YOU,
SAN FRANCISCO'S FINEST.
WE ARE DRIVEN!

drymen, Bruce Lee, King-fu. What do they have in
store for them in the future.
I would be very interested to know your feelings
about "Charlie Chan" and film companies in
Chinatown.
Along these lines, I would be very interested in knowing your feelings about negative portrayals of law enforcement people by the movie and television companies.
I am under the impression that most people enjoy an
entertaining movie or television program. But, I believe
stereotypos, racism, or belittling of anyone regardless
of ethnicity, or occupation, should be a thing of the
past.
The question remains, "To Charlie or not to
Charlie?"
Note: On May 3, 1980 the movie company announced that they would not be filming in San Francisco's
Chinatown. Instead they will construct a set depicting a
"Chinese" community on a studio in Los Angeles.

John de St Nicolas

SUNSET STATIONERY AND OFFICE SUPPLY
837 IRVING STREET • BETWEEN 9th & 10th AyES.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94122
T.I.phon. (415) 6640937
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SPORTS
:

RUNNING THROUGH
Golftlub News . INDOOROUTDOOR
SOCCER CAMPS

.

MYMIND

On Friday, April 25, 1980, seventy-one players
Journeyed to Skywest Golf Course in Hayward for our PLACE
> - monthly tournament.
.
Kezar Pavilion and Kezar Stadium
The
low
score
of
the
day
was
a
seventy-six
by Steve
:
Stanyan St.,San Francisco
:.
Whitman and Larry Silvestri, a guest.
: The low net winner was Nick Eterovich Sr. who shot GROUPS
Boys and Girls
an eighty and with his fourteen handicap had a net
Ages 8 to 16
sixty-six.
i

by Walt Garry

For those who enjoy sports history or reading about
San Francisco's past, Len Wallach's book, THE
HUMAN RACE, the story of the Bay to Breakers, offers the reader, a well-written and carefully
documented history of the now famous race.

The flight winners were: first, Ray Costello, Joe TIME
Starting in 1912, as the Cross City Race, Wallach
Monday thru Friday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Buckley, Dennis Martel and Jerry Cassidy; second, Al
describes
the growth of this largest athletic, in the
•: : Alves, Jim Skinner, Virgil Vandevort and Nick STAFF
United
States
and San Francisco' s most famous sports
Eterovich Jr.; third, Tom O'Hara, Bill Mills, Ray West
Professional Coaching Staff
extravaganza.
The reader is orientated to each year's
and Rene DelCarlo; fourth, Mike Barling,Ed Cassidy,
.
COST
race
by
the
headlines
of the day, local and national,
Bill Cunnane and Rene Aufort.
$50.00 per week
with
the
author's
easy
to
read writing style. Some years,
:
The hole-in-one winners were Dennis Martel who was SESSIONS •
the news photos show just a small group of runners in
9'8" from the second hole and Mort McInerney who
June 16 - June 20
their long boxer shorts and funny looking shoes,
. .-- was 15'11 " away at the sixteenth hole.
June 12 - June 27
waiting at the starting line for the Chief of Police to fire
The guest flight was won by Larry Silvestri followed
- July 18
July 14
his service revolver and get the race underway.
- by Willie Hopkins, Bob Lall, Pat Paxson, HarryJuly 21
- July 25
Compare that to this year's event where thousands
Puscucci and Ray Gomez.
- August 1
July 28
struggle
to complete the course. He writes about the
August
4 - August 8be at Franklin
The May tournament
will
on
people,
those
whoCanyon
have entered over the years,
the ofAugust 11 - August 15
-'Friday, May 23, 1980. The membership is up to oneficials
and
sponsors
and
their
efforts
to
keep
the
race
August 18 - August 22
hundred and nineteen members this year. For those
alive during some difficult times. You'll come across
who don't know, the club is open to all active and
The Camp features a new indoor facility at Kezar some familiar names as you thumb through the 200
* . - , retired members of the San Francisco Police Depart- Pavilion covered with Astro Turf. Our outdoor facility plus pages. Names like Don Scott, Ken Scalmanni, Lee
ment. We have people of all capabilities so even if you is the international field at Kezar Stadium.
Garvin, Johnny Kawartz, Les Dolan and one of the
aren't another Palmer, don't hesitate to come out.
All levels of soccer skills will be covered with a conevent's most frequent entrants, three time winner, a
Anyone interested, call either myself as below or Lt. Vic centration on small sided games and individual skills,
man who was a top high school miler in 1935, and today
Macia at the Field Training Office (553-1245) and we The Camp will feature an indoor tournament at the end is still racing and setting records in his age division,
will gladly answer any other questions you might have.
of the Camp session with parents and friends in attenretired police inspector Ed Preston.
Jerry Cassidy, Secretary dance.
The story of the race is the story of the growth of runCall now to reserve a space for your soccer player:
S.F. Police Golf Club
ning
in the Bay Area, of the Dipsea and the Statuto, the
Rm.150 Hall of Justice 347-7035 To secure a space, send your camp application and forerunners of the numerous races we see today. As Joe
or 237 San Marin Drive
Henderson writes, "The true spirit of the late-1970
Novato 94947 (897-0226) fee to:
American running is not to be found on the marathon
at Boston, but on the streets of San Francisco. Len
r --------------------(
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racing boom."
The SFP1Mh1t Club :e:

BICYCLE

Bu rlingame,CA91O

simply record your miles on the chart Mark Hurley has
posted at the club. At the end of the year, he promises
NAME _______________________________________ I prizes for those who have logged 500, 400 or even 300
I
miles during the year. Great idea, you are on your,
I
AGE ______ SEX
I
honor through, no "Rosie Ruizing"
.
-:•
I ADDRESS_______________________________ I
Despite a light rain, the Mann County, Red Cross,
-"
I
10K
run from San Mann High to Staffort Lake provid;u
•
1
via +1
iie Ti
I CITY
buron i erry
I ed a pleasant Sunday morning run for Jim and Marilyn
I.. ------------------ Bergstrom. They have the fever.
Red & White Fleet
Jeff Brosch, Homicide, competed in one of the Lite
110,
Leave Pier 431/2 at 10:00 for a boat ride to Tiburon. ________
________________
Beer
series of half marathons in San Diego last month.
Cost of round trip on ferry is $4.30. You should be an
REAL ESTATEHe
turned
in a 1:52 in some warm weather and over a
hour early as only 25 bikes are allowed on boat on a first
1812
Noriega
St.,
San
Francisco,
94122
•
hilly
course.
But the best part was all the beer you
' -come, first serve basis. Boats return to S.F. (the last
wanted
at
the
finish
line.
- one at 16:20). Those in Marin can meet the boat at the "_J
(NR. CREDIT UNION)
Tiburon Ferry dock at 10:20.
I'm looking for runners to compete in the Police
A
The ride will circle the Tiburon Peninsula. This is • A BRI GHTERFUTURE'
Olympics, July 16 - 20, in San Diego, dashes, field
about a 14 mile loop with some moderate grades. There $ TAX SHELTER
events, relays or long distance, contact me at Co. I.
INFLATION RIGHTER
are several parks and view points so bring some
TAX DEFERRED XCHANGC
The second annual SFPD Runners Honolulu
muchies for the rest stops. There should also be plenty
EQUITY GROWTH
A
Marathon
Tour is on. December 2nd through the 9th.
of time to explore the 'numerous "thirst parlours" in
WATCH YOUR TOTAL INVESTMENT GROW.
V
Air
fare,
hotel,
transportation, baggage plus some sur- - - Tiburon before the return boat ride.
+
If enough interest is shown, we might make this type • INVESTMENT COUNSELING STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS $ prise extras. Total cost $405.00, limited space at this
rate. Contact me for further information or call Bel
661-5300
of ride a regular affair - Let us know if you can't make 4- RETIRED SFPD OFFICER
Marin Travel at 883-2456.
- this ride. Give us a call. Info: Tom Perdue 665-3818 or
- 553-1426; Mark Hurley, C.S.T.F.
-- -.
--.-
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Enjoy

For Some of the BEST
Food You'll EVER Eat...

Sylvia's RED BOY Pizza
& Continental Restaurant
Open Daily until 11:30 p.m.
(Closed Monday Lunch)

Featuring Red Boy Pizza,
Homemade Creesecake, and a
Find Variety of Luncheon and
Dessert Crepes.

Saturday and Sunday ChampagniBrunch
Police Officers and Families Welcome!
125 Clement St. • 221-3131
You Owe it to Yourself to Eat Here.

POLICE OLYMPICS
sprite
The 1980 California Police Olympics are being held July 16 - July 20, 1980 in San
Diego. Information regarding rules, registration, lodging, camping, child care, attractions, social events, sports events and event particulars, along with the application
and waiver are available. Applications can be sent to you. Call Joe Mollo at 641-8827.
There will be one central processing center for applications. Processing will be done
by the California Police Athletic Federation, the governing body for the Police Olympics. The CPAF believes this program will result in an improvement in future Police
Olympics. Mail all applications by June 6, 1980 to: Police Olympics, P. 0. Box
wk
I 26650, San Jose, California 95159.
The age brackets for both men and women are: OPEN - 33 and Under. SENIORS THE COCA-COLA BTLG. CO.
- 34 to 43. MASTERS - 44 and Over. Refer to the sport information listing for age
OF CAL-S.F.
classes in each sport.
-

io

't.
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Accessories

Books

15% Discount With this Ad

10% off
UNIQUE CUTS
HAIR DESIGNS with this ad
Precision Hair Cutting for Men and Women
710 Post Street • 441-0913
Hernan, Stylist

AMRON'S PSYCHIC WORLD
METAPHYSICAL BOOKS - READINGS

ACCESSORIES
1828 Union Street
San Francisco 94123
931-3630

I

Hair Styling

1883 UNION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94123

(415) 567.1723

Catering,

Antiques
English
French & American

Appraisals
50 Years Experience

(1. iLflXtl Antiques
GEORGE YOULL

ANGELA'S HAIRSTYLIST

TOUT de SUITE Catering by Guckenheimer
2549 Irving St.
San Francisco

681-0877

Redwood City

365-5303

1591 Taraval (Cor. 25th Ave.)
San Francisco 94116
OPEN SUNDAYS

1651 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, 94109

PHONE 441-8361
HOME 441-3453

MAMMY PLEASANTS PARLOR OF ANTIQUES

1039 Irving St.
Between 11th & 12th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
665-9527

566-1060

RUDOLFO'S HAIR DESIGN

Cleaners
AVENUE FRENCH CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Quality and Service
Laundry Alterations Dyeing
3544 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94134

907 Clement Street
San Francisco, 94118
221-3475

EDIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
"COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE"
WIG STYLING

468-1555

282-9728

We Support the S.F.P.0.A.

SOLANNE ANTIQUES
Interesting Older Things
Open lOto6
Closed Sunday and Monday

2238 Polk St.
San Francisco 94109

STANFORD CLEANERS
1018 Hyde Street
San Francisco 94109

775-1653
Anne Dublin

GRAN PRIX FOREIGN MOTORS
Sports & Race Car Specialists

Alfa Romeo - Fiat - Ferrari - Maserati - Mercedes
VW - Porsche - BMW - Jaguar- MG - Triumph - Datsun
Toyota & Other Foreign Cars
Ph one 928-01

- Ronley's Jewelers

Don't Shop Through A Maze
Open Mon.-Sat.
12to7p.m.
Come to Next Phase
NEXT PHASE FASHIONS
Children's, Men's & Women's Clothes
Mary & Floyd
304 Dlvisadero at Page
San Francisco 94117
(415) 626-9662

857 Columbus Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94133

• Radios-Tape Players- Alarms
• C.B. Systems & Car Stereo Accessories
771-6555
Allen Li

3329- 24th St., San Francisco 94110
647-7761

Deli
EPICUREAN'S BAZAAR

International & Fancy Foods
Specialized Catering
Largest Selection of Imported Cheeses
& Gourmet foods with an excellence on quality
2156 CHESTNUTSTREET
921-9556
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94123

SOTOMAYOR'S
CHEVRON SERVICE
19th Ave. & Noriega
San Francisco, CA 94122

Fine-Jewelry and Service
1948 Irving Street
A. Sloustcher, Prop.
& 21st Ave.
Watchmaker& Jeweler
S.F. CA 94122
664-7323

Jewelry and Watch Repair
HANK'S All Work Guaranteed

ANTHONY JEWELERS
Designer of Fine Jewelry
"WE SUP
POLICE ASSOCIATION"
2751 Mission Street
TONY GOTERA
San Francisco, CA 94110
Manager
824-1662

Markets
BEL CLIFT GROCERY

664-9767

498 Geary St.
San Francisco 94102
885-2339

PRAHA

AMERICAS BODY & FENDER
Frame Work - Domestic& Foreign Work

Phone 285-8141

Delicatessen - European Style - Catering

5801 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco 94118

1423 Valencia Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94110

BENNETT AUTOMOTIVE
Foreign and Domestic Cars
411 Valencia
San Francisco, CA 94103

H. Takeda
673-8717

1712 Polk St.
San Francisco 94109

BOBBY'S FASHIONS
Clothing and Jeweiries
FEATURING SPORTING GOODS

CUSTOM CAR RADIO
• Sales- Repair Service
• Custom Installation All Makes
1444 Pine Street
(Bet. Larkin & Polk)
San Francisco 94109

Je wiers

474-5524
Clothing

Automotive Service

Giavanni Lenci
Giacomo Reni

3155 Mission Street, San Francisco 94110

751-1436
Hrs. Mon.-Sat. 9-6:30

PACIFIC HEIGHTS DELICATESSEN
AND GOURMET SHOP
2122 Fillmore Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
922-8080
HOT AND COLD HORS D'OEUVRES - PARTY TRAYS
MEATS - CHEESES - WINES - CHAMPAGNES

863-1769

ROXIE MARKET Discount Prices
Groceries & Liquor
Ask for Jess
10% discount with ad
3131-l6thSt.
San Francisco 94103

863-6979

Liquor
Groceries
Deli

39th & Judah Market
IFHH IMPOFT
3400 Judah Street
(415)665-9465

0

Floor Coverings

Auto Sales
Flemming's, Floor Covering
CARPET - LINOLEUM - TILES
SALES AND INSTALLATION
I GUARANTEE ANYTHING I LAY
2333 IRVING STREET
BUSINESS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
664-0282

-- JAVIER MOTORS

We buy and sell used
cars and trucks
825 Van Ness Ave
San Francisco, CA 94109

771-2332

I-

REPOSSESSION
2

'76 TRIUMPH TA 7
Sun Roof, AM/ FM Radio
Call Sol Weiner at the S.F. Police Credit Union for viewing.
Bids can be submittedonly through May 30, 1980.

Gifts

Free Delivery

NEW LEXINGTON GROCERY
GROCERIES • MEATS • WINES • LIQUORS
3465-19th Sf.
Roy Chin
San Francisco 94110

HOUSE OF IRELAND

238 O'Farrell St. San Francisco 94102

VA 4-5768

Jimmy's Market
781-1900

SPECIALIZING IN BELLEEK CHINA

-

LIQUOR - GROCERIES -MEAT.

3431-33-19th St.
San Francisco CA 94110

-

-

MI 8-0188
Open Sundays

May 1980
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Stationery

Markets

NICOLAI'S MARKET
728 POST ST. • SAN FRANCISCO 94109
673-5225

LIQUORS - GROCERIES

Wicker Products

BELL BAZAAR
Office Supplies • Party Goods
•
Greeting Cards

BASKET WORLD
1933 Mission, San Francisco, CA 94110
.431-7720

861-2824
Jack M. Broder

3030 -16th St.
San Francisco 94103

Sale on Baskets, Wicker Chairs, Dried Flower Arrangements -

5% Discount with this Ad

ROGOVOY MEATS
728 Post St.

441-7398

San Francisco 94109

Daniel J. Rogovoy, Owner

Miniturel

N. A. PERKOV CORPORATION
Stationery & Business • Printers
• Office Furniture *
ProductS

• Bookkeeping Forms
431-7203
• Mtgr's. Rubber Stamps Nick Perkov

584 Valencia St.
San Francisco 94110

Taverns

Sravidm .la Love
• . the Dollhouse Lady
Oakland's largest miniature supply shop
Wed Thru Sat 12-5
3361 MacArthur Blvd.

Le Castel
In a Quaint Townhouse Setting
In the Heart of Pacific Heights
3235 Sacrament, San Francisco
921-7115

Valet Parking

Bring this ad. for 10% Discount

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Pharmacy
CIVIC CENTER PHARMACY
1198 Market St.
San Francisco 94102
626-8080

ANGEL
2262 Chestnut St.San Francisco ,CA

29-99O4

SERVING THE BAY AREA

GUARD DOGS

1

BLANCO'S JUST ONE

FOR SALE OR LEASE

Cocktail Lounge

ReaI.Estate

362-9299
986-5077

905 Kearny St
San Francisco 94133

ROME RENTALS & REALTY
34 Y. as

K-9 SECURITY SERVICE

Rental Specialists
THE BOULEVARD

2465 Lombard Street

Kenneth J. Bead
Owner-Manager
:
-

San Francisco
9224040

'OBEDIENCE TRAINING
• PROTECTION TRAINING
'PATROL DOG & HANDLER TEAMS
• RADIO DISPATCHED SERVICE

INSURED
PL&PD

4000 GEARY BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO
221-1810

648-0146

24 HOUR
CALL

Restaurants & Cafes
THIRTY-THREE HUNDRED CLUB
3300 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

"WE SUPPORT THE SFP,OA"

SWIMMING POOL SUPPLIES
SOLAR HEATING - HOT TUBS - SPAS
Selling a complete line of
HOT TUBS, SPAS,
SWIMMING POOL supplies and equipment
SOLAR HEATING, With installation available

TONY NIKS

ESME'S Dining & Drinking to Music
Lunch 11:30 • Dinner 6p.m.

10 Mark Lane

Bet. Kearny & Grant off Bush
'San Francisco, CA 94108

1534 STOCKTON
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133
956-9656

LIVE JAZZ NIGHTLY

982-0393

1334 Noriega (Bet. 20th & 21st Ave.)
• San Francisco
-

New SORRENTO 'S
Italian & continental Food
2141 Polk Street, San Francisco CA 94109
SPECIALIZING IN CIOPANO, SEAFOOD, VEAL AND PASTA
FRANK SPATARO
DINNER
474-0422
5 P - 12 PM •
Cafe Jacqueline Souffles our Specialty
1454 Grant Ave, San Francisco 94133
981-5565
Closed Mon.& Tues.
DRAGON INN RESTAURANT
CHINESE CUISINE
1319 . 9th AVE. (Nr. Irving)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122

(415) 665-3013

Contact Rich Hargens at A.D. 8 R Enterprise - 89
2886 - Day or Night. S.F.P.D. - S.F.F.D. Di.,
counts.

Jester Saloon
Richard & Nenita Estrella
*

(415)731-7236

SOUL-FOODCOCKTAILS
OPEN DAILY ' STACY'SSAM-2AM
*
2024 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110
861-9639
Cajun - Creole Cooking By Ray

-Wft - 1
MENTION THIS AD FOR 10% OFF
SAM'S . El Toreador, Inc.
J
COCKTAILS
OPEN DAILY
11:30 am to 11:00 pm
FRI. AND SAT.
11:30 am to Midnite
1541 TARAVAL ST., BET. 25th & 26th AyES.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
661-9700 or 731-9607
NOWSERVING SUNDA YCHAMPAGNEBRUNCH

Miscellaneous
Judah Street
LAPIDARY CENTER 4114
San Francisco 94122
(415) 564-8275

Across from Markelts
Gold and Sterling Silver Findings - Custom Jewelry Equipment - Slabs & Rough Materials
Crushed Walnut Shells

Travel
Robert Henri Travel, Ltd.

WORLD WIDE-BROTHERHOOD INC.

2281 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94123
415-931-3377

P. 0. Box 1130
San Francisco, CA
931-9972

LIQUORS

• DELICATESSEN

ERAKAT'S GROCERY .
• 452 LARIIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
KAMAL ERAKAT
PHONE
•
MANAGER
474.8777
We support the SFPOA

•*
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SHAMEFUL PROSECUTION ENDED
by Paul Chignell, VP

FIVE SF COPS CLEARED
Ex-District Attorney Joseph Freitas has not been
forgotten by the San Francisco Police Officers' Association. The remnants of his inept regime lost another major battle against the POA during the week of April 28.
POA Attorneys Stephen Bley and James Preovokas
led the way in advocating dismissal of all charges
against motorcycle officers Harvey Harrison, Harold
Winkler, Peter Libert, Lee McVeigh and James
Gallagher. Municipal Court Judge Charles- Egan Goff
refused to hold any -of the officers to answer on charges
of embezzlement and misappropriation of public
funds.
Another chapter was written in the dismal record of
police officers being charged by the San .Francisco
District Attorney. In the last four years under two administrations, police officers have been charged with
felony offenses and exonerated after a waste of taxpayer's money. Craig Piró, Robert Rodriguez, Stephen
Ventners, Dennis O'Brien, Andrew - Citizen, Dennis
McCaffrey,. Walter Martinovich, Johnnie Flannigan,
Jim Gallagher, Lee McVeigh, Peter Libert, Harold
Winkler and Harvey Harrison were all victims of prosecutorial abuse. They were all exonerated.

District Attorney under former D.A. John J. Ferdon,
has refused to back down and cut deals With the San
Francisco District Attorney., He has fought the abuse of
prosecutorial discretion and won in the court room.
Mr. Bley is fully aware of the political nature of many of
the prosecutions launched by the San Francisco
District Attorney. It takes courage to represent police
I
officers in a city like San Francisco where political
pressure groups despise the men and women who protect the public peace. Stephen Bley possesses that
courage.
COPS TREATED DIFFERENTLY
Why were thirteen San Francisco police officers charged with felonies exonerated after time-consuming hearings? How does this record compare with the general

CRITICISM QUESTIONED

MARR CASE ON APPEAL
The only case in recent memory that ended in a conviction was the Daniel Marr case. But that prosecution
involved a misdemeanor conviction and is currently on
appeal. Without jeopardizing the appeal,. the grounds
are quite strong and a reversal is expected based upon
major prosecutorial abuse during discovery proceedings.
BLEY STAR COUNSEL
Stephen Bruce Bley, POA house counsel, has been
magnificent in defending the rights of police officers
against the machinations of prosecutors bent on putting
police officers behind bars. Mr. Bley, an Assistant

SFPOA
VARIETY ., I
SHOW
Please be advised that Richard E. George Productions is under contact With the P.0 A. to produce a
variety show at the Masonic Auditorium on August 23,
1980.
The soliciting for ticket sales began on Monday April
28, 1980. Should any, member receive an inquiry from
any citizen regarding the validitrof the show, please
inform the individual that the show is sponsored by the
P.O.A.
Additionally, if any member receives a complaint
from a citizen regarding the soliciting, please refer the
citizen to the P.O.A. at 861-5060.
f 'O^AN

SFPOA Attorney Stephen BIey

Some -members of the District Attorney's office dO
not appreciate criticism of their operation or their colleagues. However, the criticism and questioning of the
operation of the District Attorney's office will not abate
from these quarters. We are all aware that the vast majority of the Assistant District Attorneys are hardwroking, dedicated, professional prosecutors who work
well with members of the San Francisco Police Department.
However, there are some members of that office who
need to be watched carefully. The individuals who are
responsible and have been responsible for the prosecution of police officers on bogus, trumped up charges
must be identified and removed from their positions.
Any citizen, whether police officer or not deserves to
have the prosecution branch of their government
beyond reproach. We are certainly aware of the standards that police officers are held •to; the other
members of the criminal justice system who serve the
public must meet the same criteria.
The next time you see Harold Winkler, Harvey Harrison, Andrew Citizen or Craig Piro, ask them abt
their ordeal.
-

DA. RUNNING ON EMPTY cont'd
operable are generally 10-15 years old. Eight dictaphones are shared among the entire legal staff. Two
small zerox machines service the entire Criminal Division. Two and three atorneys are squeezed into Offices
constructed for one, making the interviewing of sensitive witnesses next to impossible.

- the District Attorney's Specia.l Prosecutions Unit -will have to be disbanded.
2. The City's only Career Criminal Unit, which keeps
major habitual offenders —mainly burglars and robbers - off the streets and in prison for long- terms,
faces a similar demise.

The District Attorney's clerical and secretarial staff
performs the work of twice their numbers. For example, only one secretary is assigned to the eight attorneys
in the Robbery/Assault Section; only one secretary is
responsible for all of the Criminal Division's appellate
work; and only one secretary services the entire District
Attorney's Homicide Section. As one clerical supervisor
commented, "We are hanging by our fingernails." Attorneys are often forced to do their own typing and filing leaving less time for court preparation. All because
the District Attorney's Office has simply made do year
after year. -

3. The City's only unit which has been responsive to
thousands of consumer complaints, civil rights violations, and economic/white collar crime problems - the
District Attorney's Consumer Fraud/Economic Crime
Unit— will have to be substantially reduced leaving the
victims of such crimes to fend for themselves.

However, this year it looks like the District Attorney's Office will not be able to make do any longer.
Under the City's proposed fiscal program the probable
effects on the District Attorney's Office are:
1. The City's only watchdog over official corruption

As District Attorney Smith puts it, "The practice of
appropriating funds to hire more police and build more
jails aid courthOuses does not make for sound fiscal or
law enforcement policy if the District Attorney's Office
is going to be denied the resources it must have for effective prosecutions. You get what you pay for, and if
revolving door justice is all the City is willing to pay for,
that'swhat San Francisco will end up getting."
100% Free To The Applicant

Specializing In Office And
Administrative Talent

U

•

• YES ... I would like to subscribe/ renew to the SFPOA's ,
official publication THE SAN FRANCISCO U
• POLICEMAN. Enclosed is my check/money order to
• cover ( ) subscription(s) for 12 months at $6.00 a year i
I
• per subscription.
I
I

I
I.

•NAME

I

-

population?If you are a working police officer you know
that the common criminal is "cut loose" a lot easier
than a police officer.

FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION

ADDRESS
CITY

The celebrated police cases involve weeks of preparation with every case going to hearing or trial. Why?
Let's ask that simple question again. Why?
Why is a cop treated differently than the child
molester, the armed robber, the heroin dealer, or , the
other scum walking the streets of San Francisco?
Hopefully, the people in charge of the District Attorney's office can give us an answer.
Why are "DA refuses to prosecute", "charge
dismissed in the interests of justice", "insufficient
evidence", terms that are not applied to police 'cases.
It's strange that the San Francisco District Attorney's
office cannot recognize that these cases are not prosecutable but juries and magistrates in this city are fully
aware of the shoddy nature of these prosecutions.
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